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Lecture •1: 

INTRODUCTION 

It ls noM cD11•on knoMledge that the ataospheric air is a 
finite resource, in the sense that its capacity to absorb and 
dlspe~se pollutants injected into the ataosphere, although 
generally quite large, is not unli•ited. The natural outcome of 
this fact is that the at•ospheric air, like any other limited 
environmental <Lr other) resource, requires good Management that 
Mill assure rational allocation of this resource to its •any 
users <Suess ~ Craxford, 1976). This fact is one of the main 
conclusions of a recent report of an international co•mittee 
headed by the-present Prime Hinister of Norway <Brundtland, 
1997>. The Mell known pheno•ena of acid rain <NSEPB, 1983; 
Seinfeld, 1986, Ch. 181, stratospheric ozone depletion <Biswas, 
1977; Tito, 1986; UNEP, 1987a>, and the recent ataospheric 
Marming due perhaps to the significant increase of the 
concentrations of certain •an-•ade trace gases in the atmosphere 
<Bolin et al., 1986; UNEP; 1996; Tito, 19961, can be considered 
as examples of ais•ana9e•ent of the at•ospheric air on a global 
scale <Brown et al., 1987>. Air pollution has now become an 
international issue, as is evident frD11 the efforts of the 
Econoaic Commission for Europe <ECEl to establish a convention on 
transboundary air pollution <ECE/UN, 1997; and also: ECE/UN, 
1984; 1985; 19861. 

It should be noted that in response to these environmental 
problems on a global seal~, docu•ents that survey the condition 
of the environmental resources of the world, including the data 
relevant to its air quality, have been •ade available <UNEP, 
1987b; WRJ/IIED/UNEP, 19881. 

These lectures, hoMever, do not deal with air pollution 
problems on global or transboundary scales, but rather with the 
tools available for aanagin9 ataospheric resources on local, 
regional and national scales. The largest single sources of air 
pollution dealt with here are stationary sou~ces such as electric 
power plants and oil refineries. Except for Lecture •3 <on air 
pollution inventories>, these lectures do not deal with air 
pollution from traffic. HoMever, it should be e•phasized that, as 
can be concluded from ewtission inventories, in ao•t countries of 
the Morld, traffic as a colle~tive source is one of the largest 
sources of air pollution, and also, one cf the •ost problematic 
CGeor9iades et al., 19881. 

The means how to achieve reduction in pollutant emissions in 
stationary sources, suc.h as emission control technolo9ies, 
modifications in industrial processes or changes of raw 
naterials, are not discussed here. An exception is Lecture 18 on 
particulate matter filtration by electrostatic precipitation, 
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Mhich is used extensively by coal-fired poMer plants. 

Thes~ lectures focus an air quality aanageaent tools such 

as: 

- Eaisslon Factors and Eaisslan Inventories 

- Eaission Standards vs. Aabient Air Quality Standards 

- Fuel 9u•lity Standards 

- Air Quality Dispersion Modeling 

- Aabient Air Quality Monitoring 

- Particulate M&tter Filtration by Electrostatic Precipitation 
<ESPsl, in Coal-Fired PDMer Plants 

- For development projects, the Envir·onaental lapact Assessaent, 
as an integrative tool, utilizing so•e or all of the tools 
de3cribed above. 
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Lecture W2: 

EMISSION STANDARDS VS. AMBIENT 
AIR QUALITY STANDARDS 

Two very iaportant tools for air quality aana9eaent are 
e•lsslan standards and a11bient air quality standards: 

a> Ambient Ai.c. Quality Standards <soaellaes also known as 
•t ... isslon Standards•) are the le9ally allowed concen
tration of pollutants in the a11blent air, aver&9ed over 
specified periods of tiae <Larsen, 1971; de Konin9, 1987>. 
Typical values of concentrations of pollutants in clean and 
polluted atmospheres are 9iven in Table 1 <Seinfeld, 1986>. 

Ambient air ls usually defined as the outdoor at•osphere in 
non-industrial areas, and beyond the fenceline of plants in 
industrial areas. 

Air quality standards differ widely frcma one country to 
another. In some countries, different air quality standards 
exist for different parts of it, depending on the environ
mental sensitivity of the area. A comprehensive co•pilalion 
of ambient air quality standards in effect over the world 
has been published recently by Bouscaren et al. <1986>. 

A guideline document published recently by the World Health 
Organization <WHO, 1987> suggests air quality standards 
based mainly on health criteria for 27 different noncarcino
genic pollutants <see Table 2>. It should be emphasized that 
the position of WHO is that for carcinogenic subs~ances 

there are no lower permissible concentrations and thus no 
ambient air quality standards are ta be set for them. This 
document is sure to become one of the leading guidelines for 
internationally accepted levels of pollutant concentrations 
permitted in the atmosphe~e. 

Well-k~own air quality standards are those published by the 
Environaental Protection Agency in the USA CUSEPA, 40CFR5~> 
and given in Table 3. 

b> Emi55ion Standards are another iaportant tool required for air 
quality manageaent. These standards are the rates of 
pollution legally allowed to be .. itled into the atmosphere 
through the stack or ventilation vent of the pollution 
source. Like ambient air quality standards, they differ from 
one country to another. However, no attempt has yet been 
made to reach int•rnationally agreed upon emission 
st.anda,rds. A recent compilation of emission standards fr·~m 
over ,the world has been pu':>lished by Bouscaren el a~. 
C 1986>,,, and, one, covering European countries by, the Econom~c 
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TABLE 1: Typical Values of Pollutant Concentrations in Clean and 
------- Polluted Ataospheres <Seinfeld, 1986> (in ppb> 

Pollutant 
Species 

Clean 
Ataosphere 

Polluted 
Ataosphere 

---------------------------------------------------------------· 
Sulfur Dioxide 1 - 18 

(50 ) 
2 

Carbon Monoxide! 128 
(CO> 

Nitrogen Oxide S.81 - 8.85 
<NO> 

Nitrogen Dioxide! S.1 - fl.~ 
(MO l 

2 

Ozone (0 l 28 - 88 
3 

Non-He thane 
Hydro-Carbons 

<N11HC> 
<Reactive HC> 

Total Suspended! 
Particulates 

<TSP> 

s - 28 

28 -288 and auch higher 

UJIJ8 - UJ, 888 
and atuch higher 

58 - 758 

58 - 259 

188 - 58.0 

588 - 1280 

58 - SSS 

I I 111 
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TABLE 2: Guideline Values for Individual Substances Based on 
Effects Other than Cancer or Odor/Annoyance <WHO, 
1987) ( 1> 

Subsance 
Tl•e-Meighted 

Average 
Averaging 

Time 
'===================================·-·=·--=-====·--==·=========! 

Cadaiu• 

Carbon disulfide 

Car-bon aonoxide 

1,2-Dichloroethane 

Dichloromethane 
<Methylene chlor-ide)! 

For•aldehyde 

Hydrogen sulfide 

Lead 

Manganese 

Mercury 

Nitrogeu oxide 

Ozone 

Styrene 

Sulfur dioxide 

Tetrachloroethylene. 

Toluene 

Trlchloroetnylene 

Vanadium 

1 - 5 ng/•3 
18 - 28 ng/•3 

188 ug/•3 

188 •91•3 
68 •CJ/•3 
38 •91•3 
18 •g/•3 

8.7 •91•3 

3 •91•3 

UJ8 u9/•3 

158 ug/a3 

8.5 - 1.8 ug/•3 

1 ug/a3 

1 u9/a3 
(indoor airl 

488 ug/•3 
158 u9/a3 

158 - 288 ug/a3 
188 - 128 ug/•3 

888 ug/1113 

588 ug/~3 
358 u9/a3 

~ •g/•3 

8 •91•3 

1 ag/•3 

1 ug/•3 

1 year (rural areasl! 
1 year <urban areas> ! 

24 hours 

15 •inutes 
38 •inutes 

1 hour 
8 hours 

24 hours 

24 hours 

38 ainutes 

24 haurs 

1 year 

1 year 

1 year 

1 hour 
24 hours 

1 hour 
24 hours 

24 hours 

18 minutes 
1 hour 

24 hours 

24 hours 

24 hours 

24 hours 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Cl> Information frnm this , table should not be use~ w~thout 

reference to the rationale given in the chapters dealin9 
Mith the re,levant substance ,1n the WHO document <WHO, 1987>. 



Table 3: 

Pollutant 

Aabient. Air 
Environaental 
49CFR59l 

Averaging 
Tiae 
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Quality St.a~dards Published 
Protection Agency in the USA 

by the 
lUSEPA, 

Frequency 
Parameter 

-! Concentration 
·----------------· . . 
! ug/a3 PP• 

---------------------------------------------------------------· 
24 hr Nat to be exceeded 365 9.14 

11are than once a year! 

so 1 yr Arithaetic Hean 89 S. S3 
2 

3 hr Not to be exceeded 138S "· 5 aare than once year 
---------------------------------------------------------------· 

24 hr 
TSP 

1 yr 

!Nat ta be exceeded 
!aare than once a year! 

! Geometric Hean 

26" 

---------------------------------------------------------------· 
1 hr !Not to be exceeded 49,999 35 

co !aore than once a year! 
! 

8 hr !Nat ta be exceeded UJ,9S9 9 
!aore than once a year-! 

---------------------------------------------------------------! 
0 

3 
1 hr !Not to be exceeded 

!aare than once a year! 
2as ! s.12 

---------------------------------------------------------------! 
NMHC* 3 hr !Nat ta be exceeded 16S 9.24 

<reactive !(6 - 9 a.m.J!aore than once a year! 
HCJ 

!--------------------------··------------------------------------! 
NO 

2 
1 yr ! Arlthaetic Hean 19S ! S. BS 

·---------------------------------------------------------------· 
Lead 3 mo ! Arithmetic Mean 

* A guide to be used for achieving the 0 standard. 
3 

1.5 
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Camaission for Europe CECE/UN, 1987). The emission standards 
used in the OECD countries have been p.iblished in 1984 
<OECD, 1984). Saae of the eaission standards published in 
the USA and applicable to neM e•ission sources are given in 
Table 4. 

It should be 11entioned that in order ta determine ca11pliance 
af a pollution source Mith the r•levant .. 1ssion standards, the 
BllDunt of pollution COiiing out of a the stack or ventilation vent. 
has to be •easured by a •et.hod called stack s .. pling <see Lecture 
•7>. 

The quality af the aabient air is 
•onitoring instruaents and netMorks 
concentrations of pollutants in the 
instruaents ls coapared Mith the 
standards to deter•ine Met.her a given 
the standards. 

determined by air quality 
<see Lecture 161. The 

air as •easured by these 
appropriate air quality 
ar-ea ca•plies or not with 

E•ission standards may be expressed as a li•itation on the 
concentration of the pollutant in the eaission gas <in units of 
ailligram per cubic aeter = mg/a3, ar in units of parts per 
million = ppaJ, or on the the pollutant eaission rate Cas a 
function of time, in units af kilograa per hour = kg/hr, or as a 
function of the eaer9y produced, in units of nanograms per joule· 
= n91J>. 

As an example of the conversion of the emission standards 
irom on,.' set of units into the others, consider the sulfur 
dioxide ~mission standard for ~oal-fired power plants adopted by 
the State of Punjab, India, which is 688 ng/J. With a coal 
calorific value of 4888 kcal/k9 and consumption rate of 68 tons 
per hour Cl J = 8.2398 cal>, one obtains: 

-9 3 
688*18 *68*18 •4888*1888 kg S02 
------------------------- = 682.5 ------

8.2398 hr 

With an air floM throu9h the slack of 2B8 "113/jec and a 
temperature of the flue gases of 145 deg c, this would be equal 
to a liaitation on the S02 concentration in the flue gases of: 

6 
682.5*18 •<2?3 +145> 1119 502 
-------------------- - 836 ------

N113 

Ill 11 I I 
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TABLE 4: Some E•ission Standards fer New Plants <New Sources> 
Published by the Envir~n~ental Protection Agency in 
th~ USA <USEPA, 4SCFR6Sl 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
E•ission 
Source Coaaents Emission 

Source Pollutant 
·---------------------------------------------------------·------· . . 

Al Large <>25 HWel Coal-Fired Electric Generating Units 
----------------------------------------------------

6 
Particulates 8. 18 lb/18 BTU 

Opacity 2n; 2~ for 6 Continuous 
nin/hr •on i tc11· i ng 

Boiler 6 

Stacks so 1.2 lb/ 18 BTU Continuous 

2 monitoring 
6 

S.7 lb/ IS BTU Continuous NO 
x aonitoring 

·---------------------------------------------------------------· . . 

Bl Portland Cement Plants 
----------------------

Kiln Stacks 
Particulates 8. 38 lb/ton Stack 

sampling 

Opacity 28'. Continuous 
monitoring 

Particulates s.10 lb/ton Stack 
sampling Cl inker 

Cooler 
---------------------------------------------------------------· 

Cl Lime Manufacturing Plants 
-------------------------

Rotary 
Kiln 

Stacks 

Particulates 

Opacity 

8.38 lb/ton Monitoring 
of scrubber 

pressure loss! 
and liquid 
pressure 

Continuous 
monitoring 

------------------------------------------------~----------------
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To evaluate the a~tual eaissions, one can use the 
appropriate emission ~actor described in Lecture W3, Table 5: 
E Ckg 502/ton coal> = 195, Nhere S <th• Nt~ of sulfur in the 
coal> in India is typicaJly 8.~: 

19*8.51-68 • S87 kg SO /hr, 
2 

Nhich is equal, for the flue gas conditions stated above, to: 

587*18 *<273 + 145) ag 502 
------------------- • 784 ------ • 

3688*288*273 

Thus, in this example, for a sulfur cont~nt in coal af s.s~. the 
actual emissions are less than the eaissian standard set by the 
State af Punjab Ci.e., 836 •9 S02/Nll3>. 
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Lecture a3: 

EMISSION FACTORS AND EMISSION INVENTORIES 

The infor•ation regarding the rate at Nhich a given source 
emtts pollutants into the air ls necessary to perfara .aissian 
inventories cH ... erle, 1976). An .. isslon inventory is a •ost 
useful tool in •anagt!9ent of air quality since tt enables ta 
e~tl•ate the quantities of pollutants .. ittad into the 
ataosphere, and to deter•ine trends in these eatssions. 

Instead of carrying out a •easur .. e~t of the actual emission 
frDll the given source, Mhich could pro~e to be ttae-consW1ing, 
expensive and technically difficult, typical emission rates from 
various pollution sources are frequently estlaated by applying 
eaission factors. 

An emission factor is an estiaate of the typical rate at 
Mhich a pollutant ls released into the ataosphere as a result of 
a given activity <usually involving fuel burning or an industrial 
production process>, divided by the level of that activity <also 
axpressed in terms of a temporal rate>. 

Emission factors for various activities have been coapiled 
by the Environmental Protection Agency in the USA and published 
in a document knoMn as AP-42 <USEPA, 198~). The Dutch "inistry of 
Housing, Physical Planning and Environaent has also published a 
useful compilation of eaission factors <Reinders, 1983). 

These emission factors Mhere obtained froaa a Mide range of 
data of varying degrees of accuracy. Also, they represent 
activities typical ta the USA and Holland. Thus, "henever 
possible, pollutant emission rates should be deterained froa, or 
suppleaented by, local on-site source tests "hich r~f lect 
eaissions of local sources under existing conditions <activity, 
process etc.>. 

It should be noted that eaission factors are strongly 
dependent on the type and efficiency of the technology used to 
control these emissions. For example, the collection efficiency 
far common types of fly-ash control equipaent installed on coal
fired boilers may reach 99.S~ far electrostatic precipitators and 
for bag hou~es <the •ost efficient equipaent>, to 98-95~ for high 
efficiency cyclones, but only es-~~ for loM resistance cyclones 
CUSEPA, 1985>. It should be noted that the collection efficiency 
cf the control equipm,ent is dependent also on the size 
d j str ibut ion of the part i,cul ate 11a.t ter in the flue gas, si nee the 
small particles are more difficult to filtrate. Also, when 
determinin3 the effect of the application of variou~ control 
devices, 'one should consider the age and level of 111air.tt:nance of 
the particular control device., 

I 11111 I 
I ii I I Ill 11 
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Table 5 presents emission factors required far carrying out 
a national eaissia~ inventory of pollutants eaitted into the air 
as a result of fuel burning. The additional data necessary far 
performing the eaissian inventory are the annual quan~ities of 
~ue1~ used at stationary sources CLPG, kerosene, diesel and fuel 
alls and coal, see Lecture e41 and the annual alleage driven by 
gasoline and diesel vehicles. 
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TABLE 5: Emission Factors for Fuel Burning <Uncontrolled! far Sulfur 
Oxides <SOX>, Carbon Konaxide <CO' Nitrogen Oxides 
<NOX>, and Suspended Particulate Matter <SPK> 

Fuel 
Type Usage 

!SOXC=S02! ! +S03) (1) ! co NOX SPl't 

LPG !Space Heating 8.88 8.39 1.86 8.88 
(2) ! and Heat ! 13> kg/ton kg/tan (3) 

!----------------------------------------------------------------------! 
!Gasoline !Vehicles "ith 2BS 29.1 1.85 8.842 

! Otto Engines (4J! kg/ton ! glk• g/k• g/km 
!---------------------------------------·-------------------------------! 
!Kerosene !Space Heating 19S 8.73 2.68 8.37 
! (6) (9) ! 17> ! kg/ton ! kg/tan kg/tan kg/ton 
!----------------------------------------------------------------------! 

Diesel !Trucks and Buses ) 12.5g/k• 15.9g/k• 3.4g/km 
Fuel (4) "(13) } 

(9) !Private ~Public ) 17.245 12.5g/k• 15.9g/k• 8.4g/km 
Diesel Cars (4) } kg/ton 

!Space Heating (7) ) 8.78kg/ton!2.59kg/ton 8.28kg/ton! 
!Gas Turbines (8) ) 2.17kg/ton!9.5?kg/tun 8.71kg/ton! 

!----------------------------------------------------------------------! 
!• 4 Fuel !Light to "ediua 19S 
! Oil C9> ! Industry <7>! kg/ton! 

8.63 
kg/ton 

2.s2 
kgiton 

8.885 
kg/ton 

!----------------------------------------------------------------------! 
!M 5 Fuel !Hediu• to Heavy 195 
! Oil (9) ! Industry <71! kg/ton ! 

8.63 
kg/ton 

6.87 
kg/ton 

1.255 
kg/ton 

!----------------------------------------------------------------------! 
!• 6 Fuel !Power Plants, He-!> 195 

Oil <9> !avy Industry, Oil!> kg/ton! 
! Refineries<7>!> ! 
!Cement Industry 2.1s 

<18> ! kg/ton 

8.63 
kg/ton 

8 

8.33 
kg/ton 

!1.255+8.4 
kg/ton 

1.3 kg/ton!138 kg/ton 
!178 kg/ton 

!----------------------------------------------------------------------
!Bitu•i- !Power Plants <111!> 

·!nous and !Industry <121 !) 
!Subbitu- !Ce•ent C18> 
!ainous 
!Coal 

19.SS !8.Skg/ton 
kg/ton!l.8k9/ton 
3.4S ! 8 

kg/ton! 

Sp•clitc Eais5lpn Factor• f.Oc. Qawgllne V•hlcles 

a> E•issions of Lead CPbJ Particles Ckg/ton>: 

!18.5kg/ton 
! 7.Skg/ton 

1.3kg/ton 

! SA kg/ton 
! 38 kg/ton 
!138 kg/ton 
!178 kg/ton 

• 1.38Pb CPb is the gasoline lead content, in 9/liter> CS> 
bl Hydrocarbon Emissions CHC>: 

From the Tail Pipe = 1.218 g/km C4> 
From the Carburetor • 2.616 g/ka <13> 

Ill I I I 
11 111 II 
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CQ911ents .1.12 Iab!e ~ 

<ll SOX emissions are •ainly S02 <about ~) and the rest 503. 
The e•isslons are given by EcConst.•S, Mhere S ls the sulfur 
content of the ~uel (in~). Assu•ing that all the sulfur in 
the fuel ls eaitted into the ataosphere as SOX, Es2.8S. For 
•6 fuel oil, only ~ of the sulfur is eaitted as SOX, thus 
Ea19S. For coal, 2.~ of the SOX ls adsorbed lo the bottom 
ash and therefore E•19.SS. 

(2) LPG = Liquid Petroleua Gas. Th••• eaisslon factors are based 
on AP-42, Vol. I, Sec. 1.s <USEPA, 198S), corrected to units 
of kg/ton. 

<31 Negligible eaissions. 

C41 Based on AP-42, Vol.II, App.H, Table 1.1.lA (19~3 aodel year, 
without catalytic converters>, corrected lo units of g/ka. 

<SI Based on a specific density of gasc1ine of 8.73 kg/liter, and 
assuaing that all the lead in tne gasoline ls .. itted into 
the air. 

(61 Emission factors for jet aircraft are not given in this 
table. 

<71 Based on AP-42, Vol. I, Sec. 1.3, corrected to units of 
kg/ton. 

<8> Based an AP-42, Vol.I, Sec.3.1, corrected to units of kg/ton. 

(9) For definition of fuel oil grade, see ASTM C198Sal. 

(18) Based on AP-42, Vol. I, Sec. 8.6. For the SPtt .. 1~ ions, the 
high value refers to the dry process and the low value to 
the wet process. 

<11) Based on AP-42, Vol. I, Sec. 1.1, assuaing pulverized coal 
firing. The SPM eaissions are given by E•Const.•A, "here A 
is the ash content of the coal. 

<12> Based on AP-42, Vol. I, Sec. 1.1, assuaing spreader stocker 
firing. 

<13) Based on AP-42, Vol. II, App. H, Table 1.1.1c, corrected to 
units of g/ka. 

. 
I I 1111 
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Lecture W4: 

AIR POLLUTION AND PROPERTIES OF HYDROCARBON FUELS 

As is "ell known, air pollution is strongly affected by the 
properties and quality of the hydrocarbon fuels that are burned. 
Thus, for air pollution •anage•ent it is i•portant to be 
acquainted with the properties and qualities of the fuels that 
are utilized. 

Table 6 presents the aain parameters of hydrocarbon fuels, 
i~~&udin9 liquid petroleua gas <LPG> Mhich is burned as a gaseous 
fuel, hydrocarbon fuels Mhich are burned as liquids <gasoline, 
kerosene, diesel oil and light to heavy fuel ails> and coal, 
Mhich is a solid fuel. 

a> Usage 

L.eG consists pri•arily of a aixture of propane and butane, 
in contrast to natural liquid gas <NLG>, Mhich is aainly •ethane. 
In •any countries LPG is used aostly for cooking and residential 
space heating. However, in some countries where LPG is abundant, 
it is also used as a source of energy in industry and in power 
plants. 

Gasoline <Petrol> is used mainly as fuel for vehicles with 
Otto engines. Gasoline is a •ixture of •any hydrocarbon 
components, the typical one being heptane <havin9 7 carbon atoms 
and referred to as the C7 hydrocarbon>. 

Kerg5ene is used aainly as jet fuel, but also as an energy 
source for residential space heating <Mith typical energy 
requirements of up to 25,SSS kcal/hr>. In the ASTH classification 
<see: D 386-89, In: ASTH, 1985a>, kerosene is designated as 
distillate fuel oil •1. 

Diesel Qi.l. is used as fuel for all diesel engines, 
including those installed in vehicles <•ainly trucks and buses, 
but also saall sections of the private car fleet>. Diesel oil is 
also used for electricity production in ~as turbines, and for 
space heatin9 and saall industrial boilers <typical energy 
requirements of 29,888-388,888 kcal/hr>. In the ASTM 
classification diesel oil is dPsi9nated as distillate fuel 
oil M2. 

Residual fuels are designated by ASTM according to their 
viscocity as fuel oil •4, 15 and 16 Cit should be noted that 13 
is not used in the present ASTM designation>. The most viscous 
fuel is M6, whereas 14 and 15 are obtained by mixin9 M6 with the 
lighter and far less viscous distillate fuel oil M2. Fuel oil M4 
is used for large space heating, installations, medium sized 

I 1111 



!G&solln•!K•~......_! ...... Fu•? Fu•l Fu•l ! St t.u• U\- ! 
p.,._t._ Unlt.• Ul6 ! fP•t.,.all ! • .J•t. l 011 011 011 Oil !DUS Ca&l ! 

F-1 l ! lTyplcall ! ----! 
!AS'Tft Clas•lfflcat.lon! •1 92 M r.s •6 

!-----------------------------------------------~~------------------------------------------------! c •t'I 82.2 ..... 85.6 86.2 86.2 86.3 86.5 72.8 
!ChRltcal! H lll'I 17.8 16.8 14.2 12.6 12.2 11.3 11.• 4.8 
!Caapast-! s •l'I 1S8ppm! 8.28 •• 28 8.58 <2.8 <2.8 <3.5 <2.8 
! tlan Ash lll'S 8.81 8.1 8.1 8.2 9.llJ 

C/H 4.68 ! 5.2:5 6 .... 6.45 7.8 7.6 7.8 15.2 

!---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------! 
!Or-9antc ! P.,.afflns! •t'I 1• se UJ ~ - !4ft •2 !28-25'1 15 
!Caapauftd! Napht.anes! lll'I 48 68 45 ! plu• !•2 plus ! 45 
!C-posl-! A,.-.ttcs! •l'I 18 15 25 ..,, ! 75-ms ! 25 
! ttan Othft-s ! •t'I •6 H 15 (3J 

!---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------! !,..t Calortflc Valu• !kcal/kg! 11,668! 18,69 ! 19,488 ! 18,1 .. ! 9,988 ! 9,799 ! 9,588 ! >55811J 

!---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------! D ! g,._, ! 8.66- ! 8.e:MI- ! 8.SiWI- ! 8.985-! 8.928- ! 8.961J- ! 1.12-
!n.nslty Cat. 15.6 Cl! a3 ! 8.78 ! 8.858 ! 8.878 8.91~ ! 8.945 ! a.978 1.35 

!----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------! a !C•ntt- ! 8.45- ! 1.5- 1.6- 3- 211J- >158 
!Vlac-lt.y (at. 5llJ Cl !St.Dk•• ! llJ.68 1.9 2.3 2llJ 611 

!---------------------------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------! !Pr•h•at.lng at !N.R.<21! N.R. N.R. N.R. ! ttay .. !R9qul,.•d!R9qul,.H 1 N.R. 
llurn•r Tip ! !R•qulrH ! ! 

!----- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------! 
!Pr•h•atlng at. th• 

Fu•l T&l\k 
N.R. ! N.R. N.R. N.R. !R•qulr•d!R•qulr•d!R•qulr•d! N.R. 

! 

!----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------! !Air R•qulrH for t.h•! 113 12.llJ 11.7 11.4 11.2 18.8 lllJ.8 7.7 
!C-bust.lon of 1 kg ! ISTPI ! 

af Fu•I C31 

!----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------! 
!Flu• Gas•s 6-n•rat.•d! r: 11.1 18.9 18.6 19.4 lllJ.3 lllJ.l lllJ.8 7.5 
!by llurnlng lkg !ISTP, 

af Fu•I dryl ! ! 

~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------! !tt&x. C:02 Cant.•nt ln ! voJS ! 13.8 
!Dry Flu• Gas•s 

14.4 15.1 15.4 15.6 16.8 18.2 

------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------------------------COlla•nt•: 
fll For virgin gaaolln•. Unlead•d and la.-l•ad•d 9&SDli"9S t.aday 

ar• bl•nd•d <I·•·• th•y ar• a •lxtur• of virgin gaaolln•, 
cat.aJyt.lcally crack•d gaaolln• and t.h•r .. Jly r•fo,...d 
9asolln•I, and •ay cantaln up to 381. ol•fln•s and 48-45~ 
ar011at.lcs. 

C21 N.R. • Not R•qulr•d. 
C31 Polar 'a.paunds cont.alnlng nltrag•n, oxyg•n or aulfur. 
<41 STP • Standard t••P•ratur• and pr•ssur• conditions. 
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industrial stoves <e.g., bakeries) and small steaa boilers, Mhich 
operate under conditions of varying loads <•lth typical energy 
requlreaents of 288,888-788,888 kcal/hr). Fuel oil MS, Mhich 
requires preheating at the burner tip <see Table 3), is used 
•alnly for •ediua to large industrial steaa ballers <typical 
energy requlreaents of 5881 88-1 1 ~8,888 kcal/hr>. Fuel oil •6, 
Mhlch requires preheating also of the fuel tank, is used in large 
industrial installations operating under constant loads such as 
cement kilns or ste .. boilers of patter plants <typical energy 
requlreaents of over 1,888,888 kcal/hr>. It should be •entioned 
that residual fuel alls are generally aare difficult ta burn and 
create aore severe air pollution probleas coapared to the 
distillate fuel oils <see paragraph Cb> belOM). Their advantage 
lies, hoMever, in their loMer cost. 

Bitymfngus caa.1.: The aast frequently used coal is the 
bitualnous coal. It is Midely used as fuel in large industrial 
and po"er plant ste.. boilers, in ceaent kilns, and for 
metalurgical saelters. 

b) Cbeafcal Cgnpg5ltlgn 

Hydrocarbon fuels, as the n .. e indicates, consist aainly of 
hydrogen and carbon. Distillate fuels, Mhlch are the producl of 
the initial refining process at the all refinery <LPG 1 gasoline, 
kerosene and diesel fuel>, contain pri•arlly paraffines, 
naphtenes and araaatlcs in different proportions. The residual 
fuel, "hlch ls the left-over fro• the distillation process, 
contains in addition to hydrocarbons also polar caapounds 
containing oxygen <up to 6~) 1 nitrogen Cup ta 1.S~> and sulfur 
Cup to 4.S~>. It should be aenttoned that aany countries have 
issued laMs and regulations lialting the alloMed level of 
sulfur ln the fuel all CECE/UN, 198?). All liquid hydrocarbon 
fuels contain also soae anorganic aatter <usually referred to as 
ash>. As a rule, the heavier the fuel, the higher the ash 
content, Mhlch in the heavy fuels <•6> aay reach 8.2wt~. Heavy 
aetals, such as Vanadiua, Nickel and Iron can also be found in 
residual fuels in significant aaounts <several hundred ppm> 
<Goldstein~ Siegwaund, 1977). It should be noted that Vanadium is 
a very efficient catalyst for converting the 502 eaissions in the 
flue gases into 503, thus aggrevating the acid deposition 
proble11. 

Residual fuels contain also a~phaltenes, Mhich is a group of 
cyclic aroaatic hydrocarbons Mhich does not disolve in hexane. 
Asphaltenes have a high boiling point, and in the c01Dbustion 
process they do not easily oxidize into CO and C02. Instead, they 
tend to carbonize and transform into soot, particles. Burnin9 
residual fuels containing a high asphaltene content aay cause, 
even under very good cOMbustion conditions, ,severe environmental 
problems because of the heavy soot eaisstons, <Taback, Hersh and 
Graber, 1993>. ' ' 

I Ill I I II I I I 
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Coal, Hhich is solid, has a llUCh hi9her anor9anic aatter 
content than the liquid fuels, Mhich for 9CJDcl quality coals is· 
typically about 1~, but aay reach 11Uc:. hl9ta.r values. Sulfur in 
coal appears both as anorganlc caapaur.ds Cpyr-ltes> or in or9anic 
caapaunds iabedded in the coal. 

c) Specific nenslty 

The specific density, t09ether Mith the viscosity, are the 
aost laportant paraaeters characterlzln9 the liquid fuels. As can 
be seen from Table 6, the specific aensity of the fuels increase 
Mith their viscosity, froa the light fuel Ckerosene or •t> to the 
heavy fuel <residual fuel •6>. This l• the result of the higher 
hydrogen content of the lighter fuels. 

d) catgclf tc Value 

Since the calorific value Ci.e., the quantity of heat , in 
kllocalorles, that ls obtained by burning one kg of the 
substance> for hydrogen ls auch higher than far carbon <34,189 
kcal/kg for H2, as coapared to to e,eaq kcal/kg for carbon>, the 
calorific value of the fuel increases Mith the hydrogen content. 
It should be aentioned that the burned hydrogen tt.e., Maler) is 
not considered to be a pollutant. On the other hand,_ Maler has to 
be vaporized in order to be ealtted in the flue gases, and this 
requires large amounts of energy Cthe latent heat of 
vaporization>. Thus, the actual heat <referred to as the loMer or 
net calorific value> supplied by burning a hydrogen containing 
fuel is loMer than the theoretical heat it contains CNhich is 
called the higher or gross calorific value>. 

In a coaplete coabustion process, i.e., Mhen the carbon is 
fully oxidized, it appears in the flue gases as a relatively non
toxic gas called carbon dioxide CC02>. Depending on the carbon 
content of the fuel, the percentage of C02 in the flue gases vary 
fr09l 13.8~ of the voluae of the flue gas for LPG fuel to •ore 
than 16~ in the heavy •6 fuel. HoMever, since the coabustio 
process is not alMays co•plete, the carbon is soaetiaes only 
partially oxidized and significant aaaunts of the toxic carbon 
•onoxide CCO> are observed in the flue gases. High CO eaissions 
are characteristic of uncontrolled vehicles "ith both Otto and 
Diesel engines. In badly tuned Otto engines, CO eaisslons aay 
reach 18% of the volu•e of the exhaust gases. 

e> Vi5costty 

The property of viscosity i• applicable only to the liquid 
fuels. It re~ers ta the resistance of th• fuel ta floM in a pipe 
to the burner, tip and to be sprayed into small droblets in it. 
Since viscosity decreases Mith increase in teaperature, heavy 
liquid fuel,s are preheated both at, the burner, tip and in the f··~l 
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tank in order to ensure a good coabustion ~rocess <see Table 61. 

fl Gasoline Lea4 Content 

Organic lead coapounds <Tetra-ethyl-lead and Tetra-aethyl
leadl have been added to gasoline to increase its octane rasting. 
Because of the toxicity of lead <causing at lDM concentrations 
adverse health and aental effects in children and high blood 
pressure in adults, see, e.g., WHO, 1987) it is noN being phased 
out and alternative aeans of aainta\ning the required octane 
ratings of gasoline are being sought. Hany countries have set a 
goal to reach in the early Nineties the liait of 8.15 gram lead 
per liter of gasoline. A feN countries heve iaposed the use of 
altogether unleaded gasoline <e.9., the USA, Japan and West 
Geraanyl. 

9) Vglatllity 

Volatile gasoline tends to emit larger. amounts of 
hydrocarbons into the ataosphere. Hydrocarbons and NOX are the 
precurser pollutants necessary for the generation of 
photoche•ical pollutants <particularly, ozone>. To curb the 
problem of rising ozone concentrations in the heavily trafficed 
urban areas, the tendency today is to liait the volatility <or 
the vapor pressure> of the gasoline supplied, especially in the 
Mara suaaer months generally considered to be the •ozone season• 
<Halberstadt, 19841. HoHever, it should be noted that this 
requirement might antagonize the requireaent to reduce the 
content of lead coapounds in the gasoline, since alternative 
octane boosters available <namely, the oYygenated fuels such as 
methanol, ethanol, aethyl-tert-butyl-ether = HTBE, or tert
butyl-alcohol = TBA> are generally aore volatile than the 
hydroc~rbon compounds which are included in the mixture of 
hydrocarbons referred to as gasoline <or petrol>. 
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Lecture •s: 

AIR QUALITY DISPERSION MODELING 

Air quality dispersion aodels <using caaputer softNare> are 
Midely used as a coapleaentary tool to air quality aonitoring 
<Lecture •6> to estiaate and evaluate pollutant concentrations 
in the air around pollution sources. Air quality monitoring 
netNorks supply data that represents only the adjacent 
neighborhood of the aonitors. To obtain a description of the 
pollution concentrations in the Nhole area <in the fora of 
isopleths or concentration contours>, the data regarding the 
pollution in the space betNeen the aonitor stations can be 
interpolated using coaputer aodels Mhich siaulate the atmospheric 
dispersion of t~e air pollutants. 

Air quality dispersion aodels are also a very useful tool 
Mithin the fraaeMork of the environ•ental iapact assessment <EIA> 
process, for evaluating air quality in future scenarios 
involving neN projects Mith a potential to create air pollution 
problems <Lecture •9>. 

The th' 1ry of air quality aodeling and description of the 
various models available have been revieNed by Gifford <1975>, 
Turner <1979>, Benai~ie <1988>, Hanna et al. <1982>, Pasquill ~ 
Smith <1983>, Barr~ Clements <19841 and Seinfeld <1986>. 

In particular, the UNAHAP package of computer air quality 
dispersion aodels issued by the Environmental Protection Agency 
in the USA <USEPA> and described in detail by USEPA l1986a>, 
should be mentioned. Host of the aodels included in the package 
are Gaussian and applicable to an area not larger than several 
tens of km around the pollution source, but some of the models 
included are suitable to handle air pollution problems involvin~ 
an area.of hundreds of ka las a result of cheaical transforaation 
and long-range transport of the pollutants in the atmosphere 
<Knox~ Walton, 1984>. Specific aodels fro• the UNAHAP package 
are suitable to various applications such as: Short-term modeling 
and long-term modeling, modeling of single and multiple 
stationary Cpoint> source<s>, modeling of traffic pollution (line 
sources>, modeling of chemically stable <nonreactive> and 
photochemical <reactive> pollutants. 

UNAMAP models are recommended by the USEPA, ta be used for 
proving compliance with air quality regulation requirements <see 
Lecture •3>. They are c~ecked by the USEPA for reliability, 
validity and accuracy. Th~ package is periodically updated, and 
the most re~ent version CUNAMAP Version 16, see USEPA, 1986b), 
which includes 33 models, , has been published in 1986 UNAMAP 
models are written in the ,FORTRAN computer language and •any of 
them are available in verstons suitable for personal computers. 
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al Sbprt-Tera Dl5per5lpn Egcaulas 

In Gaussian air quality dispersion aodels, the basic faraula 
"hich is applied ta calculate shart-tera ti.e., 18-68 ainute~ ta 
one aanth> ground level concentrations of gaseous pollutants, is 
given as (see, e.g., Turner, 1978>: 

a 
c = expt- ~ ( -~- }

2 

2 \y 
1 { Helf)2 

1 expt- - --- l 
2 t& 

"here: Q - the pollution emission rate tin graa/sec> of the 
pollution Csee Lecture •4>; 

t:-
1 

the standard deviation of the pollution concentration 
along the horizontal y-dtrectlon, perpendicular to 
the direction of the "ind, chosen to be in the x
direction Cin •> <see Figs. 1, 211 

the standard deviation of the pollution concentration 
along the vertical z-direction Cin m>; 

Heff = H
0 

+ Ah, the effective stack height, equal to the 
sum of the physical stack height H0 , and the plume 
r i se Ah <in • > ; 

u - the wind velocity in the x- direction, usually at the 
height H

0 
above ground level tin a/sec>. 

It should be mentioned that t; and fiare dependent on the 
stability of the ataosphere, i.e., 1on its capability to disperse 
and dilute the pollutants emitted into it Csee Sec. Cf>>. 

bl Formula !DJ:. Lgn9-Iecm Dlspecslgn nod•l• 

For long-term dispersion models which are intended to 
describe pollution concentrations averaged over periods of time 
extending from one month to a year <for exaaple, the UNAMAP 
Climatological Dispersion Model CDM-2>, a uniform horizontal 
concentration can be assuaed within each sector of 2Tf/n 
radians, the is integrated out of the formula and one obtains 
<see: Hanna et al., 1992): 

ex pt 

where: x, - the distance downwind iroa the polluti,on source <11>; 
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f - the fraction of ti•e that the wind blows into that 
sector. 

It should be noted that as a rule, the concentration of 
pollutants decrease Mith increasing averaging tiae. Turner (1978> 
suggested the folloMing dependence of the concentration on 
averaging ti•e: 

Mhere the subscript 1 stands for the long averaging tiae and s 
for the short and p should be between S.17 and 8.2. This formula 
probably would be applied most appropriately to extrapolate 
pollution concentrations of a short sampling tiae of 18 minutes 
to lon9er avera9ing tiaes of less than 2 hours. 

Another approach 
from 1 hour sampling 
Mhich is oased on 
parameters ~ and fi' , 

to extrapolate pollution concentrations 
ti•e Ct0 l to other averaging tiaes <t '- >, 
the time-dependence of the dispersion 
has been presented by Gifford <1975>: 

= 
te 

(---) 

to!. 

q 

For longer time averages t\ frD11 1 to 180 hours, Gifford 
reccnmnended to use q = 8.25 to 8.3. For ti•e averages ti ranging 
doMnward from 1 hour to a few •inutes, aost authors agree on a 
value for q of 8.2. 

cl Mixing Het9ht 

In the application of the above dispersjon equations it is 
i•portant to know the thickness of the aixed layer, also called 
the mixing height <Holzworth, 19721. This is the atmospheric 
layer adjacent to the ground, typically a few hundred meters to a 
few kms thick, which is turbulent and where aost of the mixing of 
the pollution ls carried out. In the case of a mixing layer of 
li•ited thickness L, the value of tf in the dispersion equation 
will grow only to L. 

For example, the thickness of the mixed layer over all of 
the USA as a function of the time of the day and of the season of 
the year was given by Holzworth (19721. An estimation of the 
morning mixing heights in India as a function of the season of 
the year is given by Satyanarayana C1986l. A survey in Israel of 
the thickness of the mixed lay~r as a function of the distance 
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froa the sea shore has been published by Dayan et al. <1988>. 
These results shoM that a relatively thin aorning aixed layer 
<less than 388 a) extends over India during aost of the tiae of 
the year, Mhereas the annual aean aorning aixing height over the 
USA varies from 488 to 888 •· Measurements of the mixed layer in 
NeM Delhi using an acoustic radar <Stngal et al., 1985) are 
corroborating Satyanarayana•s results. For pollution sources 
located near the sea <such as theraal poMer plants>, one has to 
take into account the fact that the aixed layer near the 
shoreline ts very thin and increases Mith the distance inland 
froa the sea. 

d) Dispersion Hpdels :f11c particulate Hatter 

For particulate matter <contrarily to gaseous pollutants>, 
one has to account for the settling out of the heavier particles 
Cthose larger than 28 um; see: ASHE, 1979; or Hanna et al., 1982> 
due to gravity. Many Mays have been proposed to accoaplish this 
<see, e.g., Hanna et al., 1982, Ch. lS>. 

e> Pgllutio~ Ewisst.a.n Rates 

The pollution eaissiou rate 9, or source strenght <in 
gram/sec>, is determined by direct aeasureaents Cstack sampling, 
Lecture •e> or can be estiaated from e11ission factors, as 
explained in Lecture #4. 

f> Dispersion Parawetec5 \9 and. ~ arul Pasquill-Giffgrd Curves 
y z 

The results obtained fro• the Gaussian ~ispersion formulas 
are very sensitive to the specific \;and Vi c•1osen. The curves 
describing the dependence of t). and ~ on the distance x doNnwind 
from the pollution source, and on 1the atmospheric stability 
category, are knoMn as the Pasquill-Gifford <or PG> curves. The 
analytical expressions for the PG curves, first suggested by 
Briggs and Midely used today, are presented in Table 7 <see also 
Fig. 3). 

It should be noted that under urban conditions, 
generally much higher value of the roughness parameter 
to rural conditions, the~ and ~both are larger, and 
concentrations lower. 

with a 
compared 
thus the 

Table 8 presents the atmospheric stability classiftcat\on 
consjsting of 6 categories A to E, as suggested by Pasquill. T~is 
classification is based on the surface wind speed, daytime ~olar 
insolation and nighttime cloud coverage. Other classificatior:s of 
atmospheric stability have been suggested <Table 9> which are 
based on thermal stratification of the atmosphere <~Tl't> "Z) 

<Seinfeld, 1986>, on the standard deviation of the horizontul 
wind direction fluctuation measured over time periods of 15 to 60 
Minutes, and on atmospheric turbulence criteria such as the 
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Wind Direction 

Fi6- 1: Th6 effective stack height. 
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Fig. 2: Gaussian distributio~ aud its standard deviatia~ ~y 
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1ABLE 7: Formulas Recommended by Briggs for the PG Curves ~ < x > 
------- 2 4 

and\ <x> for x-values 18 <x<lB • <see, 
y 

e.g., Hanna et al., 
z 

1982, or Gifford, 1976> 

Pasquill ! 
St.abi 1i ty ! 

Type ! 
\y 
<•> 

~z 
<•> 

===-=======================•===:=c=======-=s==css=:sea:==•=======~ 

Open Country Conditions <also recoaaended by ASKE, 1979> 

A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 

8.22x/T <-11 
8.16x/T 
8.11x/T 
8.88x/T 
8.86x/T 
8.84x/T 

8.28x 
8.12x 

8.88x/(1+8.8882x> 
8.86xl<1+8.8815xl 
8.83x/C1+8.8883x> 
8.816x/<1+8.8883x> 

---------------------------------------------------------------! 

A-B 
c 
D 

E-F 

Urban Condit.ions 

8.32x/R <ff> 
8.22x/R 
8.16x/R 
8.llx/R 

<*> T = <1+8.8881x> 

8.24x*U+8.881x> 
8.28x 
9.14x/t1+8.8883x> 
S.88x/t1+8.881Sx> 

(ff) R = (1+8.8884x> 

Richardson Number CRil and the Konin-Obukhov Length tL> <Gifford, 
1976). 

g> Y.i.nJi. uaciatigo tliJ:.h Height Abgye Gcgund Leyel 

Since most data on wind v~locity is available only at ground 
level, whereas the dispersion of the p-.\lutants in the atmosphere 
is affected by the wind velocity throughout the al•ospheric mixed 
layer, a formula which gives an esti•Ate of the changes of the 
wind velocity with height is very useful. Such a formula can also 
be used to derive the wind velocity at the top of the stack, as 
required by the Gaussian dispersion formul3. 

On theoretical grounds it can be shown that near the ground 
the Mind sho•Jld have a logarithmic profile <Sutton, 1953>. 
However, very often it is assumed that the wind velocity 
increases with heigh,t accnrding to a power law: 

II I 11 I I I I 11 

Ill I I I 111 
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TABLE 8: Pasquill At•ospheric Stability Classification <Pasquill 
~ S•ith, 1983; Seinfeld, 1986) 

Daytime CU Nighttime < U 

!Surface Wind 
Speed 

<at 18 a) 
· 1 CM/sec) 

Strang ! Haderate ! Slight ! Thinly ! 
lnsalatlan!Insalatton!Insalatian!Overcast! 
<>78BW/•2)! (358 ta !C<3S8Wla21! ar 

788W/a2) ! ! )4/8 LDM ! 
! Clouds ! 

(3/8 
Clouds 

. ·---------------------------------------------------------------
<2 A 

2-3 A-B (2) 

~-5 B 
S-6 c ! 

)6 c 

A-B 
B 

B-C 
C-D 

D 

<2> 

(2) 
<2> 

B 
c 
c 
D 
D 

! G <3> 
E 
D 
D 
D 

G C3l 
E 
D 
D 
D 

Cl> Under overcast conditions, night or day, stability Class D 
should be used. 

C2lThe average value of both stability classes should be taken. 
C3) Class G Nas not included in the original classification 

and was later added to represent •extreaely stable• 
atmospheric conditions. 

TABLE 9: The Relation Between Pasquill Ataospheric Stability 
Classes and C1J the Ataospheric Teaperature Stratification 
C T/ z) <Seinfeld, 1996) 1 (2) the Standard Deviation of 
Horizontal Wind Direction Fluctuation <it>, C3) Richardson 
Number CRiJ and C4J Monin-Obukhov Length CL> (Gifford, 1976) 

Pasqui 11 
Stabl lily 

Class 

A 
<Extremely Unstable> 

B 
!<Moderately Unstable) 

c 
<Slightly Un~tableJ 

D 
<Neutral Stability> 

E 
<Slightly Stable> 

F 
CMod~~ately Stable> 

Aabient 
!Te•perature ! 
!Gradient CU! 
! () T I "i) z ) 
! <Deg C/ U!J811) ! 

< -1.9 

-1.9 - -1.7 

-1.7 - -1.s 

-1.5 - -8. s 

-8. 5 - 1.5 

> 1. 5 

re 
<Deg> 

25.8 

28.8 

1:5.8 

18." 

5.8 

2.5 

!Richardson! 
! Nuaber 
!Cat 2 m) 

CRi> 

! -1. 8- -8.7! 

-e.s- -8.4! 

Honin
Obukhov 
Length 

<LJ 
<•> 

-2 -

-4 -
-3 

-5 

-.17- -.13!-12 - -15! 

8 DO 

8.83- 8.85! 35 - 75 

8. 85- s. u ! 8 -35 

Cl) The Potential Temperature Gradi•nt ~91~z can be calculated by 
assumin9 ~81az •'.> T/8z + r, where r is the adiabatic lapse 
rate: r = S.986 Deg C/1S8m. 

I I 11 
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where u 0 is the wind velocity at z 0 = 18 • above the ground <the 
standard hei9ht above the ground prescribed by the World 
Heteorolo9ical Organization for wind aeasureaents>. The value p = 
1/7 <= 8.143) has been frequently used in the past, 9iving the 
so-call~d •117 power law•. However, it has been shown to be a 
goad approximation only under neutral at•ospheric conditions 
<Touaa, 1977>. 

A better approxiaation of the po"er law seeas ta be based on 
specifying a different value for p for each one of the 
ataospheric stability classes. Values of p as proposed by 
different researchers are presented in Table 18. Again, it should 
be noted that larger p-values are given for urban conditions 
cnapared to rural conditions <Hanna et al., 1992>, corresponding 
t~ a larger increase in wind velocity with height in urban 
conditions than in rural conditions. 

TABLE 19: Values of p in Power Law for the Wind Profile 

!Stabi-! Hanna et al., 1982 
lity !-----------------------! 
Class! Urban Rural 

ASHE, 1979 !Touma, 1977 <*>! 

' 
================================·==============================! 

A "· 15 9.fJ7 8.12 ". 10 
B 0. 15 0.87 8. 16 0.15 
c ". 20 0. 19 0.28 "· 20 
D fJ.25 0.15 0.25 0.25 
E ". 49 0.35 "· 38 0.25 
F "· 69 s.ss fJ. 48 "· 39 

<*> These values of p have been adopted in the 1996 version of 
the long-term climatological dispersion model CDM-2 
<included in UNAMAP, Version 6: see USEPA, 1996b). 

h) Estimating W.ind. Direction aru:l &Qeai fJ:J:ula S~noptic Weather tlAll 

One can obtain the wind direction and Hind speed from the 
synoptic weather map by using the geostrophic wind approximation 
<Byers, 1974> <see example in Fig. 4>: 

<1> The wind direction is approximately parallel to the isobars, 
so that the low pressure <L> is to your left when the Hind 
ts blowing at your back. 

<2> The wind ts approximately proportional to the pressure 
gradient Ap/AN, where Ap is the pressure difference between 
two isobars and AN is the distance between them along the 
normal to the isobars. 

I I I I 11 11 
I Ill I 11 I 
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Fig. 4: Synoptic Weather Map of the Indian Subcontin?nt 
(from the New Delhi "Statesman", 13 Aulust, 1~87). 
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il Pluwe Rise fgrwula5 

Pluae rise foraulas for calculating Helf 
presented and discussed in the literature <see, 
1969; 1975; 19841. Only the Briggs foraula Mill 
here, since it appears no~ to be alwost universally 

are Midely 
e.g., Bri99s 

be discussed 
accepted. 

The Briggs foraula gives the folio.ting expression for the 
dependence of the pluwe rise Ah of buoyant pluaes CTs>T~> an the 
vertical distance from the stack Cxl, knoMn as the •213 latt•: 

1/6 2/3 
Ah<x> = 1.6F x /u Cx<x > 

0 

4 3 
Mhere: F is the buoyancy flux par .. eter Cea /sec>. given by: 

F = 

2 

2 
gd V.s 

4T 
s 

9 = 9.8 m/sec - gravity 

~T = T - T 
s a 

AT 

d - the stack diameter at the tap Cal 

x the distance fro• the stack to aaxiaua pluae rise (al 
0 

V - the vertical exit velocity fraa the s~ack Ca/sec>. 
s 

Fram the Briggs formula the aaxiaua pluae rise can be 
calculated for unstable and neutral ataaspheric conditions and 
for stable conditions, far jets Ci.e.,~tuaes dominated by 
aoaentuml as well as for buoyant pluaes. Table 11 presents a 
su .. ary of the formulas for the different conditions. The 
stability parameter S <= 1/secil in the Briggs foraulas is 
defined by: 

s = 
9 1)8 

--- --- ~ 
'3 T 

T Cl z • 

II I I 
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TABLE 11: Final Pluae Rise Foraulas CBri99s, 1975; Seinfeld, 1986> 

Cl> Unstable and. Neutral Atwg5phecic Cgnditign5 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
!Serial!Doainant! 

tt Plume ! 
Rise 

F x 

• 
Coaaents 

====================================s===cs=c=•~-~~--=~========= 

Non- 3Vsd 
1 !Buoyant ------

! <T "T ) u 
! s a 

---------------------------------------------------------------

2 !Buoyant 
!CT >T > 

s a 

~55 

3/4! 
21.425 F 

u 

! If 3/4 
!21.425F 
!-------

5/8! 
49 F 

u 
use 

6h = 
u 

u 

-----------------------------------------------
3/5! 

38.71 F 

u 

2/5 
119 F 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
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TABLE 11 <Continuation> 

<2> Stable Ataospheric Conditions 

Ser.!Dollinant! 
W ! Plume 

Rise 

!Haaentua! 
3 ! <T ~T > ! 

! s a ! 

Hoaentua 

4 
<T >T > 

s a 

!Buoyant 

5 

! <Cahn 
u = S> 

Ah 

u 

1/4 
4 F 

-----
3/8 

s 

x 

• 
8 

8 

! 
s 

! 
! 

• 
! 
• 

F Stability:! If 2 2 
! 3 (V d T._) 3VS d 

S = 8."2 g/T!--" ----- <----
!2S 4Tsu u 

------------! 
G Stability:! use 

! 
S -= 8.835g/T! Ah 

u 

!F Stability:! If 1/4 
4 F 3V.s d 

s = 8."2 g/T! ----- < 
s u 

------------· 
G Stability:! or 1/3 1/3! 

<2.6F /CuS> ,! 
S = 8.835g/T!use formula that ! 

! gives least .ih 

---------------------------------------------------------------! 
F Stability: 

1/3 
Buoyant! F 2.S17Su S = 8.82 g/T 

6 !2.6(----) ------- ------------
<u f S> ! uS gr'L G Stabi ltty: 

S = S.S35g/T 

11111 11 11111 
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AMBIENT AIR QUALITY MONITORING 

A very i•portant tool fer air quality •ana9eaent is the Air 
Quality Monitoring Nettt0rk CAQl9i). SUch netMDrk• aeasure the 
concentrations of specific pollutants in the aabient air, as Mell 
as in the premises of industrial plants. In addition ta pollu-_ 
tants, these netMorks also usually monitor local •elearolagical" 
paraaeters Ce.g., Mind direction and speed) <Bryan, 1976; Noll • 
Davies, 1976; WHO/WMO, 1977; Noll •Miller, 1977>. 

It should be •entioned that air quality •onitaring instru
•ents are also extensively used ta •anitar indoor pollutan~· 
concentrations in industrial plants, and far re15earch an 
residential indoor exposures ta pollutants CASHRAE, 1981;' 
WHO/UNEP, 1982; WHO, 1983). 

1111 11 

When establishing an AQHN, it is i•partant ta deter•ine fro• 
the beginning the purpose of the project and Mhat the particular 
AQMN is expected ta do. Cowmen ai•s in establishing AQHNs are 
the folloMing <Rossano• Thielke, 1976): 

Cl> To determine the present level of pollution in a given 
area and to alloM a folloN-up an the air quality trend in 
the future. The output of such networks are essentially 
reports on the quality of the air. These reports contain 
data on average and •axi•u• pollutant concentrations, for 
different averaging tiaes. It is also costwaary to express 
the air quality data in the for• of an index. Such an air 
quality index describes the combined effects of the various 
pollutants as a single descriptor COtt •Hunt, 1976; USEPA, 
48CFRS8J; 

<2> AQHNs are widely used in the USA ta establish Mhether a given 
area confor•s Mith the requireaents of the regulations rela
ted to Prevention of Significant Deterioration lPSDJ of the 
air quality in that area lUSEPA, 19781 USEPA, 4BCFR58,· 
48CFRS8J; 

<3> To determine the air quality in a given area, as input to 
studies on health and environ•ental d .. age li.e., research 
purposes>; 

C4> To determine the possible sources of air pollution in a given 
area. Recently, the sources of air pollution have becaae a 
concern on an international scale Ci.e., the acid rain 
issue handled by ECE/UN C1984>, and the problem of trans
boundary air pollution described in ECE/UN C1995; 19861>>; 

<S> To issue alerts an conditions of high concentrations of 
pol h~t ion., In this case, the A~HN should be part of a, con-

I I j I 11 
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tingency plan, Nhich specifies the actions to be taken in 
these cases Nhen high pollution concentrations occur 
<Tyler, 1976). 

An exa11ple of an A9"N of the first kind is the global 
netNork ~et up by the WHO and UNEP. Reports on the trend of air 
pollution in aany cities of the Norld are being published by WHO 
<WHO, 1984>. Obviously, the air quality data obtained fraa this 
type of AQMN serves also for research on air pollution daaage to 
health and to the environ•ent. The tiae factor in obtaining the 
data froa this type of AQttN is not so iapartant. Thus, the data 
storage equipaent required is ainiaal <aagnetic tapes or even 
strip-charts aight suffice> and no telemetry is installed. 

For an AattN to serve as an alert systea, the dzta has to be 
transferred in .ce&l. J:..1me to a control center. To aeet this 
requirement, an air quality alert system aust be based on 
teleaetry and be coaputerized. An exaaple of an air quality alert 
syst~ is the one that was installed in the Netherlands <Evendijk 
~Post van der Burg, 1977>. 

Once 
the A&MN, 
deterained: 

a decision has been reached regarding the purpose 
the following paraaeters of the network have to 

a> '.[xpa a:l Pollutant5 .t.12 ta& Mea5uced: 

of 
be 

Usually, the list includes: 502, NO/N02/NOX, 03, co, 
total suspended particulates <TSP> and respirable particulates 
<PM19>, soaetiaes hydrocarbons (either total• THC, or non
aethane = NMHC>, and in soae specific cases, also other types of 
pollutants are aeasured. In addition to the pollutants, it is 
customary to aeasure also the aost relevant aeteorological para
•eters such as the wind speed and direction <saaetiaes the wind 
direction fluctuation, which is a aeasure of the &taospheric 
turbulence> and solar radiation. To deteraine the type of 
pollutants to be aeasured, one has to take into consideration the 
sources of pollution <industry, traffic, home heating, etc.) and 
the aeteorology of the area <which affects the photoche•istry of 
the pollutants as Nell as their transport and dispersion>. 

The gaseous pollutants are reported in units of aicrogram 
per cubic meter Cug/m3l or parts per million <ppm>, whereas TSP 
is measured only in ug/m3. To convert results given in ppm units 
to u9/m3, the following formula should be used: 

3 273 Pa 
Cu9/m l = 43.631xMxc--->x<---->xCppml, 

Ta 1813 

where: M - the •olecular weight of the gaseous pollutant 
Ta - the ambient temperatur,, , in de' C 

II I I 
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Pa - the ambient pressure, in •illibars 

b) rile Number af. ttgoitocing Stations Required: 

This issue is usually settled by the budget available to the 
project. However, guidelines do exist as to the opti•al number of 
stations required for a given AQl'IN Csee Table 12>. For example, 
for a city the size of New Delhi Cover 8 •illion inhabitants>, 
WHO <1977> suggests 8 aonitoring stations Nhich include the 
folloNing instru•ents: 

- 18 sensors for S02 
- 18 sensors for TSP 
- 5 sensors for NOX 
- 4 sensors for 03 
- 5 sensors for CO 
- 3 sensors for wind speed and direction. 

Modifying factors, Mhich account for the local characteris
tics that exist in Delhi Csuch as described by Hangla, 1988), are 
given. According to them, the reco••ended nu•ber of stations or 
instruments could be s01newhat different. 

c> I.he I.x.pe af. In5truments Required: 

All the instruments installed in an AQl1N should be able to 
record their results automatically and continuously. For the 
gaseous pollutants there exist a Mide range of automatic and 
continuous instruments based on various •easuring principles. The 
neMer type of instruaents tend to be based on physical <rather 
than chemical> principles utilizing specific •olecular spectral 
emission or absorption lines. These •ethods ensure the 
specificity of the aeasurement <avoiding the interference of one 
pollutant on the •easure•ent of another> and no replaceaent of 
liquid chemical reagents c•wet chemistry•> is required. On the 
other hand, it involves sophisticated and expensive optical, 
electronic and co•puter components. 

Descriptions of air quality •onitoring instruments 3nd 
their principles of operation is given by Bryan C1986>, and in 
regulations issued by the Federal Environmental Protection A9ency 
in the US <USEPA, 48CF~8; 4SCFR53; 48C~R58>. The USEPA issued 
regulations <USEPA, 4~CFR50) describing the principles of 
operation of air quality •onitors for S02 <App. A>, hi9h volume 
samplers <the so-called Hi-Vols> for TSP <App. B>, for CO <App. 
C>, for 03 <App. D>, for hydrocarbons corrected for methane 
CNMHC> <App. E>, and for N02 <App. F>. Some of the details of the 
requirements of air quality monitoring instruments are also 
described in the re9ulations issued by the USEPA <USEPA, 40CFR53; 
48CFR58> and in documents issued by the U.weltBundesAmt <the 
Federal ,Ministry of the Environmentl in West Germany <UBA, 1983>. 

II 11 I I 
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TABLE 12: Suggested Average Nullbers of St.at.ions for Air Quality 
-------- Trend Honit.oring in Urban Areas of Gi~en Populations 

<WHO/WHO, 1977) <*> 

! 

Urban 
Population 

<•ill ion> 

Average Nuaber of Stations per Pollutant. !; 
!----------------------------------------------! 
I SPH S02 NOX ox I co ! WD+WS !! 

========·========~==================s====·=-=~-======-========! 
I 

<1.8 - 2 2 1 1 1 1 
.! 

1.8 - 4.8 5 5 2 2 2 2 
I. 

4.8 - e.8 8 8 4 3 4 2 

>8.8 18 18 5 4 5 3 

Hodifying factors are as foilows: 

a> In highly industrialized cities the nuaber af stations 
for Suspended Particulate Hatt.er <SPH> and Sulfur Dioxide 
<S02> should be increased. 

bl In areas where large amount.• of heavy f·.i.el rich in sulfur 
are used, the nuaber of stations far S02 should be 
increased. 

c> In areas where not. much heavy fuel ls u•ed, the number af 
stations for S02 aay be reduced. 

d) In regions with Irregular terrain it aay be necessary to 
incre~se the nuaber of aonltarlng stations for Mind· 
dir~ct.lon and speed <WD+WS>, and for the pollutants. 

e) In cities Mith extreaely heavy traffic, the number of 
stations for Nitrogen Oxides <NOX>, Ozone <03) and Carbon 
Monoxide <CO> may need to be doubled. 

f) In cities with a population of 4 million or more, with 
relative loM traffic, the nuaber of stations for NOX, 03 
and CO may be reduced. 

I II I 
II II I I 11 Ill 
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Autoaatic ambient dust sa11pling is still, in contrast to 
gaseous sa11pling, an •unsolved proble••· The c011aonly accepted 
aethod for illlbient du~t aeasureaent is based an the high-voluae 
sa11pler Cthe Hi-Vol aet:1odl (see: App. B in: USEPA, 48CFR58; and 
Method D 4896-82, i~: ASTM, 1985bl. HDMever, Hi-Vol s .. plers 
cannot be integr~ted into an autoaatic air quality aonitoring 
station since the results are obtained by aanuai · graviaetric 
aethads. On the other hand, the results fra11 auta11atic dust 
samplers available on the aarket such as the tape saaplers <see: 
Method D 1784-78, in: ASTM, 198Sbl, do not corr•late Mell Mith 
results fro• Hi-Vol saaplers, and their use is therefore not 
recoaaended. 

A newer type of tape Silllpler <the so-called Beta-Gauge 
instrument>, Mhere the •ass of the dust is obtained from 
radioactive absorption aeasurement <~ather than from the optical 
transmittance or reflectance of the dust saaple, in the older 
type of instruments>, seem to correlate auch better with the 
results of the Hi-Vol sampler. HoMever, the correlation is deeaed 
by most experts not sufficiently good, and this type of instru
ment 1 is not Midely used as yet. Nevertheless, because of the 
obvious adva~tages of the Beta-Gauge instruaent as automatic and 
semi-continuous, they are no" being integrated into aany air 
quality monitoring stations and air quality alert systems. 

dl Cbgice Di. Site5 !AC. .1he Lgcalign Di. A.i.c. Suality Mgnilgrin9 
Slalign5 

Detailed guidelines regarding the choice of adequate 
locations for air quality monitoring stations Mere published as 
reJulations in the USA <USEPA, 48CFR581 and also by the WHO 
<WHO/WHO, 1977>. These guidelines include criteria and instruct
ions as to the aini•al distances to be aaintained between the 
station and neighboring air pollution sour~es and obstacles. 
FrD11 these instructions it is also clear that special care should 
be taken in the positioning of the input funnel, through which 
the sampled air enters the instrument. 

e) Si.1a Selectlgn fa& & Mgblte 6.1.c Auallt•t Statlgn 

Most guidelines for selectfon of sites for 
monitoring stations refer to stationary stations 
suitable for a aobile station. 

air 
and 

quality 
are not 

For a mobile air quality station, the following guidelines 
are suggest~d: 

l> Site the mobile station first downwind from the polluting 
source affecting the area, then, on the upwind side. The 
distance of the aobile station ~ro• the source should be at 
least 3 tlaes the height of the stack or vent of the source 
above the ground level 
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21 In a polluted area, choose a site that is dONnNind fro• the 
doainant pollution source in the area. 

3> Site the station at least 25 • aHay frDll domestic chimney or 
an absorbing surface (such as trees ar buildings>. 

4> Site th~ station an a level surface, aff the road <sa as not 
to d.sturb local traffic> and in a quiet place <Mere ainimum 
disturbances frDlt the local population are to be expected). 

S> A cough idea regarding the doainant Mind direction can be 
obtained fro• the synoptic Meather map published in some of 
the daily neMspapecs <see Lecture 15, Sec. i and Fig. 4>. 

6) In order to be able to describe fully.the air quality of 
given site, a full year of continuous air quality data 
required. This data Mould reflect seasonal changes in 
ataospheric dispersion parameters, Mhich affect 
pollution concentrations in the air. <This is one of 
reasons for establishing stationary, rather than aobile, 
quality aonitocing stations.> 

a 
is 

the 
the 
the 
air 

However, one can get quite a good idea about the air quality 
of a given site using a aobile station for auch shorter 
periods of tiae. The duration of the s .. pling at a given 
site should alMays be at least one full hour (for comparison 
of the results with air quality standards>, although longer 
periods are preferable (3 hours or •ore>. 

It is advisable to obtain air quality data three ti•es a day: 

- In the afternoon (for photochemical pollutants such as NOx 
and ozone 

- At night Cunder stable atmospheric conditions prevalent at 
night> 

- In the morning. 

?> Place the electricity gene~ator of the •obile station downwind 
from the aobile station. 

fl Calibration af. Ail:. Sualit~ In5truments 

Calibration procedures are a most i•portant part in the 
proper operation of air quality aonitoring instruments. They 
ensure that the data obtained from the equipment is indeed 
reliable CUSEPA, 1976; Axelrod ~Lodge, 19?6>. The commonly used 
calibration procedure is based on a comparison of the results 
read on the tested instrument, with a known concentration of 
pollutant injected into the instrument. The known concentrations 
of the pollutants are obtained from coa•ercially available 
certified calibrat•d gas•s and specially designed ga~ dillution 
equ 1,pme.,t. .. 

I I I I I I I II I I 1 I 11 
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Detailed descriptions of calibration procedures of air 
quality aanitaring instruaents Mer• issued by the USEPA lUSEPA, 
1976> and incorporated into their regulations <USEPA, 48CFRSS>, 
and by the UBA in West Geraany <UBA, 19831. 

g> Cmaputecization Df. 1.hR AAMNs 

At the level of the air quality aonitaring station, a local 
electronic data logger is aandatary. Its function is to receive 
the lnstantenaus, or short-term output of all aonitars in the 
station, calculate averages of the data aver pre-deterained tiae 
periods and stare the averaged data far a liaited tiae <fraa a 
fett days up ta 2 Meeks, depending an the size of the aeaary of: 
the data logger, on the selected averaging ti•• period and on the 
nuaber of paraaeters handled>. In an AQKN 1 the local data logger 
serves also as a backup to the control center computer far data 
storage in case of coamunication failures. 

For air quality alert systems, a computerized control center. 
is required to accept and store all data trans•itted by the 
outstations. This computer can also identify from the measured 
air quality data alert conditions and is capable of transmitting 
alert signals via radio or telephone lines to pre-determined 
addresses <e.g., to the inspecting authority at haae, or ta the 
nearest police station>. For small AQMNs a personal computer <PC> 
can readily be adapted to perform these tasks. For an AQHN on a 
national scale, CD111puters "ith larger data storage capacities are 
required. 
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SOURCE MONITORING OF EMISSIONS 

Emissions from air pollution sources have to be aeasured and 
•onitored. Stack sampling is "idely used to deteraine the 
concentrations and the eaission rates of given pollutants in the 
flue gases emitted into the at•osphere <Thorn, 1986). Recently, 
devices based on reaote sensing principle have been introduced 
<Grant ~ Menzies, 1983). These instrU11ents greatly simplify 
source aonitoring since for their operation cliabing up the 
stacks is not necessary. Instruments "hich enable continuous 
monitoring of the emissions have also been introduced recently. 
Host of these instruments <the best kno"n a11ongst them is the 
opacimeter for •onitoring flue gas opacity "hich is an indicator 
for particulate •alter eaissionsl are based on optical 
measurement principles. 

Stack sampling may be necessary for any one or more of the 
folloMing reasons <Paulus~ Thran, 19761: 

al To obtain data concerning the emissions into the atmosphere in 
order to compile a regional eaission inventory and identify 
the dDWlinant sources in the region; 

b) To determine compliance Mith e•issian regulatlnns (see Lecture 
#3) and to establish data as legal evidence; 

c) To deteraine the efficiency of control equipaent that has been 
installed to reduce e111issions: Stack sampling tests are 
often.part of the acceptance test of the control equipment; 

dl To evaluate changes in the emissions as a result of process or 
equipment modification. 

Stack sampling consists basically of drawing from the stack 
a sample cf the flue gas far analysis. It provides data on the 
concentration of a given pollutant <expressed as pollutant mass 
per volume of flue gas, e.g., milligra11/m3 or parts per million= 
ppml or emission rate Cas pollutant mass per time, e.g., kg/hr or 
gram/sec). To obtain this infaraatian several independent 
measurements have to be carried out: 

3 
al The actual flo~ rate of the flue gas in the stack Cm /sec); 

bl The mass of the pollutant in the volume of flue gas measured 
(milligram); 

0 0 

cl The temperature of the flue gas CC or Kl; 

II I II I 
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d) The humidity of the flue gas, i.e., its water vapor content 
(in Mt'l). 

For combustion installations, stack sampling can provide 
also data required to deteraine the eff icienr.y of the combustion 
process such as the contents of oxygen, carbon aonoxide and 
carbon dioxide in the flue gas, as Mell as the ratio CO/CCO+C02l. 
Thus, very often stack saapling involves also the •easurement of 
th content of the flue gas for 02 and C02 1 Mhich are not 
co1.sidered as pollutants. 

Eeission standards are usu1lly given for standard conditions 
of temperature and pressure Ct.e., STP conditions) and for a dry 
flue gas <i.e., after the deduction of the water vapor>. The 
temperature and the Hater content of flue gases aay vary within a 
Hide range depending on the process and on the type of the 
installation. For example, the typical teape~ature of the flue 
gases for a large oil-fired ca1tbustion installation is 130-140 
deg C and the water vapor content may reach ~- The Hater vapor 
content in the flue gases of coal-fired combustion installations 
is lower because of the lower content of Hydrogen in the coal. 

Stack sampling is divided into two different types of 
measurements: 

a) Stack sampling for particulate matter emissions; 
b) Stack sampling far gaseous emissions. 

Stack sampling for particulate matter differs from stack 
sampling far gases because isokinetic sampling conditions are 
required to assure that the particulates in the sample correctly 
represent their concentration in the flue gases. An isokinetic 
sampling condition •eans that the velocity at which the sample is 
drawn into the probe is equal to flow velocity of the flue gases 
in the stack <Hawksley et al., 1977). 

With respect to particulate emissions, in many cases it is 
of interest to know not only the concentration of all the 
particles but also their s!ze distribution. This information is 
most important for the determination of the appropriate control 
equipment. 

Since far the analysis of the saaple a minimal quantity of 
the pollutant is required, the duration of the stack sampling is 
dependent on the concentration of the pollutant in the flue gas. 
The pollutant is collected by using different devices, including: 
filter paper <mainly for particulate matter>, condensers 
<freeze-out method>, bubblers, impingers, or Mylar bags for grab 
sampling <see, e.9.: Table V, p. 572-573, in Paulus~ Thran, 
1976). 

I I 11 I 
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A detailed description of close to 60 different •ethods for 
stack sampling have been published by the Environ•ental 
Protection Agency in the USA in regulations covering emissions 
into the air fro• neM sources CUSEPA, 48CFR6">. These •ethods 
outline hDM to perform aeasureaents Qf the floM rate of the flue 
gas, its te•perature, contents of 02, C02 1 of Mater vapor, and 
hoM to sample and analyze for a long list of pollutants <e.g., 
S02, S03, CO, H2S, fluorides, particulate aatter, opacity, 
volatile organir •atter etc.>. Detailed guidelines for stack 
saapling have also been published by the Federal "inistry for the 
Environment in W. Ger•any CUBA, 1986). A discussion of stack 
saapling al various sources <such as al poMer plants, ceaent 
plants, iron cupolas, incinerators> is also given by Paulus ~ 
Thran <1976). 
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Lect.ure •a: 

PARTICULATE ttATTER FILTRATION BY 
ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATION CESPs> 

Electrostatic Precipitators CESPs> are t.h• 11Dst ca11•on high
ef41clency devices used to control fly ash .. 1sslons frDll coal
fired electric potter plants CUSEPA, 1977a>. The theory and 
practice of electrostatic precipitation af fly ash is described 
i~ detail in a nuaber of documents: Th• ... 11-knoMn manogr.. by 
White (19631 and his series of papers <White, 1977> are dedicated 
t.o this subject. Electrostatic precipitation of fly ash is also 
dealt Mith ln detail in special chapters in a nwaber of other 
docuaents <Danielson, 19731 Oglesby ~ Nichols, 19761 USEPA, 
1977bl. 

ESPs achieve high particle control eff iciencles due to the 
electrostatic charging and attraction of the fly ash particles. 
Ho"ever, ESPs are also huge settling chambers Mhich can remove 38 
to 48 ~ of the particles by gravitational settling, Mhen all 
charging and collecting pDMer is turned off. 

Electrostatic precipitation consists of t.he 
elements or mechanisms: 

follotdng 

- Ionized gas molecules are created in the gas stream by means of 
high voltage cor~na discharge <usually produced by a negatively 
charged electrode) 

- The gas ions attach theaselves to the particulate •alter 
suspended in the gas stream, and the particles are electrically 
charged 

- Under influence of an electrostatic field, 
particles migrate to the collecting electrodes 
polarity to the charging electrodes> 

the charged 
lof opposite 

- The charged particles are neutralized an the collecting 
electrodes and build up on it a layer of particulate matter 

- The particulate •alter ls re•oved frDll the collecting 
electrodes by rapping, and collected into t.appers for storage 
and for subsequent removal. 

Essential features of modern ESPs, designed for fly ash 
collection from coal-fired poMer plant .. issions, include the 
folloMing elements: Shell, charging electrodes, collecting 
electrodes, rappers, rectified high voltage poMer supply units, 
gas inlet, hoppers and hopper baffles, and a fly ash' removal 
system <see Fig. ,,. 

I I Ill 11 
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Fig. 5: Ge~e~al s~heme of a European daEign ESP 
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charging electrodes, Nhich provide the corona discharge 
to ionize the gas •olecules, are •ade of Mires of 

shapes, strung on rectangular fraaes. This design <of 
origin) is noM replacing fly ash ESPs of the less sturdy 
design invented by Cottrel, based on hanging Mires with 

As the layer of deposited particles is built up, 
particularly on the collecting electrodes but also on the 
discharge electrodes and other internal parts of the ESP which 
control the gas stream floN, it is periodically knocked off by 
rapping those parts. The particulate aatter falls down and is 
collected into a hopper. 

For el~ctrostatic precipitation of fly ash, the dust buildup 
on the collecting electrodes should be allowed to reach 4 to ~ 

.. , depending on the resistivity of the fly ash, before it is 
rapped off. 

It is important to mini•ize dust re-entrainment into the gas 
stream during rapping. This is achieved by designing for slow gas 
velocities <8.6 to 2.4 •/sec> and a uniform flow within the ESP, 
as Mell as timely removal of the dust acu•ulated in the hoppers. 

Rappers consist, frequently, of hammers which are lifted by 
a rotating shaft and then fall under force of gravity and strike 
anvils attached to the frames of the collecting plates and the 
charging electrodes. 

The efficiency of the ESP is markedly affected by the 
rapping intensity, interval and lenght of each rapping cycle. 
Since more dust ls being collected on the plates of the upstream 
fields, they have to be rapped more frequently compared to plates 
situated further downstream. 

The ESP shell consists of an airtight housing made of sheet 
metal covered by a layer of t~ler•al insulation. The function of 
the sheet metal housing is to prevent air leaks into, or out of, 
the ESP. Cold atmosph,ric air leaking into the ESP decreases the 
temperature inside the ESP to beloM t~e deN point of sulfuric 
acid, thus causing severe corrosion problems. The layer of 
ther•al insulation serves the sa•e purpose of maintaining a 
sufficiently high temperature inside th• ESP. 

It is thus very important to keep the ESP shell, both 
sheet metal skin as Mell as the ther•al insulation layer, in 
condition and repair any damage that can lead to air leaks 
the ESP or escape of heat out of it. 

the 
good 
into 

In modern high voltage ESPs, the power supply units consist 
of four components <see Fig. 6>: 
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- High voltage step-up transforaers, which can achieve the 
required operating voltages <28 to 188 kV> 

- High voltage silicon rectifiers and high frequency choke coils, 
Mhich convert the secondary alternating voltage to 
unidirectional voltage (half or full Nave> 

- An autD11atic control eleaent, designed tu aaintain 
autoaatically the optiaua operating levels inside the ESP of 
the spark rate, the voltage and the current, even Mhen dust 
characteristics and concentrations exhibit teaporal 
fluctuations Cautoaatic control feedback> 

- Sensors for the autoaatic control ele•ents. 

AC Voltage 
Input 

Control 
Eleaent 

"anual 
Control 

Step-up 
Transforaer 

High Voltage 
Rectifier 

Autoaatic 
Control Feedback 

Figure 6: Sche•e of ESP Electric PoMer Supply 

ESP 
Electrodes 

The transformer ratings should be noted and reported. The 
voltage-li•it and current-liait control settings should be 
adjusted according to the p~imary voltage and current ratings of 
the transforaers. 

The spark rate (i.e., the number of tiaes per minute that 
electric breakdoHn occurs betMeen the discharge and collecting 
electrodes) depends on many factors, such as ESP size, fly ash 
characteristics and concentration, teaperature and aoisture 
content. A typical spark rate is in the range of 58 to 159 sparks 
per •inute, Mith maximum collection efficiency attained at 58-180 
sparks per minute. The spark rate controller establishes the 
applied voltage at a point Hhere a fixed spark rate occurs. 
Continued' sparking to one spot will cause erosion of the 
electrode~ 

Ill I I 11 I 
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The transforaer, rectifier and choke coils are submerged in 
a lank filled Mith dielectric fluid, located on the roof of the 
ESP, for easy access <see Fig. 5>. 

Hoppers are used lo co!lecl and store the fly ash reaoved 
fraa the electrodes. If the hoppers are allatted to overfill, the 
collected dust Mill be re-entrained, thereby greatly reducing 
precipitator efficiency. Baffles are frequently placed in the 
hoppers to ainiaize undesirable gas floM, Mhich again aay lead lo 
re-entrainaent <the so-called •hopper sNeepage•J. 

Several types of systeas exist for reaoval of the fly ash 
accuaulated in the hoppers. These include container removal, 
vacuua systeas, screN conveyors and scrape boltoa sysleas. 

The perfomance of ESPs is usually judged by its collection 
efficiency E <in ~J, defined by: 

Co 
E = Cl - --->*188 

c~ 

Nhere: C 0 - the dust concentration in the outlet gas stream 
C~ - the dust concentration in the inlet gas stream 

One Midely used expression for deleraining the efficiency of 
a given ESP is the Deutsch equation <also knoNn as the •neutsch
Anderson equation•>: 

A" 
E = Cl - q>•188 = Cl - expC-

v 

Mhere: A - Total area ~f the collecting plates on both sides <•2> 
V - Total voluaetric floM rhte Ca3/sec> 
M - "igratlon velocity of the charged particles in the 

vicinity of the collecting boundary Ca/sec> 
q - A parameter known as penetration. 

It should be emphasized that the theoretical collection 
efficiencies as deterained from the Deutsch equation are only 
qualitatively observed in practice. Difficulties in achieving ESP 
perforaances as predicted fro• theoretical design parameters has 
lead people to consider the operation of ESPs as an art rather 
than as a science. 

Because 
discard the 

of these difficulties, it has been suggested to 
Deutsch equation altogether and replace it with a 

equation of the form: 

w Am 
E = (1 - expC - <-~-> l> 

v 
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Mhere: "' - the aodified aigration velocity (empirical) (•/sec) 
• - deter•lned empirically, for fly ash 8.4<•<8.8. 

HoNever, 110st design engineers still use the Deutsch 
equation as presented by White. The th•aretical aig~ation 
velocity (M) used by Deutsch ta derive his equation is replaced 
by an effective aigratian velocity ("'-) ta Mhlch e11pirical values 
are assigned far given applications and given candltlans, based 
an previous experience. tn practice, ~~ far the aean particle 
size of the fly ash ls found ta be ... 11er than " (i.e., actual 
collection efficiencies are lat1er than the theoretical 
efficiencies>. This suggests that there is a aechanisa, not 
accounted far by the staple ESP theory, Mhich provides far the 
transport of particles &May fra. the collecting surface (perhaps 
lasses of collected aaterial froa the collecting surface by re
entrainaent>. In the Deutsch equation in the fora: 

A 
E = <1 - expC- <- "~>1>*188, 

v 

the para11eter AIV, called the Specific Collection Area of the ESP 
(SCA>, is Nidely used to characterize a given ESP. It should be 
noted that for fly ash prec~pitatlan SCA values of 188 •21<•3 
/sec> <588 ft~/lSlacfa> are ~am.on, and far high resistivity fly 

~ ~ ash the SCA can reach 138 ~2/(a3/sec> (888 ft /18 acf•) 1 or aare. 

It should be noted that for the large particles, Nhere field 
charging is the doalnant charging process <particles Mith 
diameter larger than about 8.5 ual 1 the electric aigration 
velocity ML is proportional to the radius of the particles. Thus 
Me find for the fly ash particles larger than 8.5 u• that the 
larger the particles, the easier it is to collect the• in an ESP 
and the higher also is the ESP efficiency. 

On the other hand, for particles saaller than about S.2 ua, 
diffusion charging becomes the doalnant aode of charging and 
also, for such saall particles, the vlsco~s drag force of the gas 
stream ls reduced <the •sltp• phenoae~a>, thus the •igration 
velocity tends to increase as the particle diaaeter be~o•es 
saaller. 

For these reasons, the ESP 
particles the size of which are in 
exhibits a atni•u• value, with auch 
for particles larger than 1.8 ua. 

collecting efficiency for 
the range of S.2<d<1.S u•, 
higher efficiencies attained 

It should be eaphasized that the deter•ination of the fly 
ash slze distribution ls necessary lf a reasonable analysis of 
the ESP performance is expected. The methods available are 
de~crlbed ln detail in a docu•e~t' issued by the USEPA <19i7b). 

I I 11 I I ii I I I I I I I II I 
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Dust layers accuaulaled on the collecting electrodes affect 
the el~ctrlcal behavior of the ESP by Introducing a resistance 
element "ith a non-linear characteristic into the electrical 
circuit. 

Theory and experience indlcate~that "hen dust resistivity 
exceeds a critical value of about 18 oh•-cm, corona currents are 
li•ited by electric breakdown of the collected dust layer. This 
In turn llalts the operating voltages and reduces the ESP 
efficiency. The lass in perfor .. nce increases quite rapidly for 
reslstlvities greater than 18 11 aha-ca, and the resistivity of the 
fly ash is therefore a aajor factor in fly ash precipitation 
technology. 

Fly ash resistivity values vary "ith the type of coal used, 
from the loH valae of 18 1 aha-ca, to the highest value of 18 '" 
aha-cm. It appears that for good ESP perforaance, the best range 
of fly ash resistivity is 18'° to 18 11 aha-ca. 

Experience over aany years has shown that fly ash from high 
sulfur coals have a relatively lDH resistivity, Hhereas low 
sulfur coals <S<l~>, such as exist in India, usually have high 

.. ll resistivity fly ash (18 lo 18 aha-ca>, and are aore difficult 
to precipitate. 

The reason for the lower resistivity of fly ash from high 
sulfur coals is that although aost of the sulfur in the coal is 
oxidized to S02, about 1~ of it is converted to S03, most of 
Hhich conden~es on the surface of the fly ash particles. However, 
this relatt~nship ts only statistical, because of the influence 
of other variables, such as: 

- It 
fly 
the 
18'0 

has been shown that the presence of sodiua <as 
ash in sufficient amounts <aore than 1.~-2.8 
fly ash resistivity of low sulfur coals to 
aha-cm 

Na20> in the 
~>, reduces 
levels below 

- The effect of iron ca11pounds in the coal <e.g., Fe203J on t~~ 
conversion of 502 to SC3 aay be iaportant 

It has been shown that the resistivity of the fly ash is 
strongly dependent on the aabient teaperature inside the ESP. 
The resistivity attains its aaxi•u• value at a t .. perature of 
about 148° C, which happens to be the noraal operating 
temperature inside eost power plant ESPs 

- Levels of combustibles <i.e., the coal particles that did not 
completely burn in the c01nbustion zone) in the range of 3 to 6 
wt% of the inlet ash to the ESP, are i~ aost cases considered 
beneficiai in reducing fly ash resistivity. However, amounts 
greater than 12% can begin to aifect the resistivity adversely 

I I I 11 I 11 I I 11 
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- Proble•s of high fly ash resistivity can be abated as the 
•oisture of the flue gas is increased. 

In order to achieve higher ESP collection efficiencies with 
fly ash having a high resistivity, several aethods are coa•only 
used: 

- Operating ESPs Mith relatively large SCA values <138 a2/(m3 
/sec or •ore> 

- Preventing the build-up of dust layers the thickness of which 
exceed 6 ... This is achieved in the European ESP design by 
installing efficient rapping systeas, characterized by high 
acceleration and frequency rapping 

- Reducing the fly ash resistivity by injecting additives into 
the flue gas <the so-called •flue gas conditioning• aethod). 
The most coa11on additive is aoisture (Mater vapor>, but S03, 
NH3, alkali compounds and other aaterials have also been used. 

It should be eaphasized that since the electrical 
resistivity of fly ash is of such critical iaportance to 
ESP perfomance and its collecting efficiency, every effort should 
be devoted to obtain a reliable deteraination of the resistivity 
of the specific fly ash in quest~on. Hethods to determine fly ash 
resistivity Mere described by Oglesby ~Nichols <1976> and in 
USEPA <1977bl. 

As has been noted by White, obtaining a good performance 
from a given ESP is considered not only a science but also auch 
of an art. Nevertheless, no one doubts that good maintenance 
plays a crucial role in obtaining satisfactory ESP perforaance. 

Host of the analyses of ESPs performance assume that the 
system being considered is either in the operating state or in 
the failed state. However, studies have also been performed which 
analyze the effect of partial failures Ci.e., the ESP is 
operating, although under a certain degraded state>. 

Because an ESP is a relatively static device, Mith few 
moving parts, its maintenance requirements are relatively light 
and preventive in character. Routines for inspection and 
maintenance of ESPs have been proposed by the USEPA (1977a; 
1977b). 

II I I 
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L~cture •9: 

AIR QUALITY EVALUATION THROUGH 
ENVIRONttENTAL I"PACT ASSESsttENT CEIA> 

Environ•ental Impact Assess•ent <EIA> is a •ost poNerful 
tool for evaluating also the future air quality in relation to 
nett projects. The EIA is, as a •atter of fact , an integrative 
syste• utilizing all the aanage•ent tools described in the pre
vious sections CESCAP, 1985; BisNas • Geping, 1987>. As an 
example this lecture Nill focus on the air quality assess•ent for 
che•ical plants Nithin the fraaettork of EIAs. The follotting pages 
Nill deal Mith guidelines for the preparation of the air quality 
section of an EIA for che•ical plants, including the emission 
inventory, air quality assessaent, and cheaical incident hazard 
assess•ent. 

a) Plant Ewissipn lnventgcy 

The objective of a plant eaission inventory <namely, an 
inventory of all the pollutants and toxic •aterials eaitted from 
a given plant into the atmosphere> is to supply information 
regarding the types of airborne substances emitted by the plant, 
the types of emission sources and their location inside the 
plant, the strength of these sources Cin teras of quantities of 
pollution emitted and emission rates>, expressed both as a 
function of the production rate and of the efficiency of the 
equipment installed to control thos~ emissions Csee also Lecture 
•3>. 

It should be noted that project proponents can be encouraged 
through the EIA process to adopt plant designs which are based on 
clean technologies Nhich both reduce the .. issions of pollutants 
into the atmosphere as well as use less energy CUNEP, 1982>. 

An emission inventory should identify and list the different 
types of pollutants (including odorous and toxic substances, as 
well as fuel burning products such as 502, NOX, CO, and 
particulate •atter> emitted into the ataosphere from all the 
sources of the plant, including fugitive .missions, under both 
normal operating conditions and during cheaical incidents • 

.l.n.f.acma.t.i.c.n en t.he Installal.ino.5 arul Facilities in 1he. Plant 

In this section of the EIA, a description should be given of 
the installations and facilities of the plant, the production 
processes that are of relevance to airborne emissions, as well as 
the equipment installed to control air pollution emissions. 
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A suamary listing all the installations and facilities of 
the plant eaitting airborne pollutants <through stacks, vents, or 
fugitive e.issions> under nor•al operatin9 conditions should be 
provided. This su••ary should also list, for each type of 
pollutant and for every installation, the quantities of pollutant 
e•ltted and rates of eaission, the airfloM through the stacks and 
vents emitting airborne pollutants <under STP conditions>, as 
Nell as the typical control efficiency of the equip•ent 
installed in that installation. 

A process flo" chart of the plant's production should be 
provided, as Nell as aaps detailing the location of the 
installations inside the plant and the plant's location vis-a-vis 
its neighborhood. 

A material inventory, i.e., a list of the aain types and 
quantities used of raM aaterials <including fuel>, inter•ediates 
and end products Nhich have a potential impact an the air 
quality, should be provided. The annual consuaption and 
production rates of these substances in the plant should be 
specified, as Mell as those for shorter periods of tiae Caonthly, 
Meekly, daily, and per hour for continuous processes and monthly, 
neekly, daily, and per batch for batch processes>. Special 
attention should be given to toxic and volatile substances used 
in large quantities, as described in Table 14. 

For fuels, details should be given as to the type of the 
fuel <gas, fuel oil, coal, or other>, as well as its sulfur ash 
and trace metals contents <see Lecture •4>. 

Ewi55ign Rates Qi Alrbgrne fglluta~1Ji 

In this section, data should be presented on the eaission 
rates of airborne pollutants from the various sources in the 
plant <such as its production facilities, storage areas, seMage 
treatment plant, sludge drying ponds etc.>, under normal 
operating conditions Ci.e., not involving accidents>, including 
the unavoidable small leaks. 

These airborne emission rates should be based as much as 
possible on field aeasurements and on stack samples <Lecture •7>. 
However, in the absence of measured data, estimates can be based 
on emission factors <Lecture •3>. It should be noted that for 
these estimates the data on the consumption rates of raw 
materials and fuel, as well as the 9asfl0Ms, is essential. 

To evaluate the pollution emission rates from the individual 
installations, they should be compared Mith relevant emission 
standards <Lecture •2>. 

111 I I 
I Ill I 
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Adding the emission rates of a given pollutant from all the 
Installations of the plant, one obtains the total e•ission rate 
of the plant, Mhlch is saaeti•es referred to as the plant's 
•bubble• eaisslon rate <BoroMsky • ElllE, 1987>. It should be 
noted that in the bubble approach total emission rates of the 
plant are controlled rather than the eaisslan rates of the 
individual installations, thus providing the plant's 11&nage•ent 
aare flexibility in caaplying •ith the e•isslan llaltations. 

b> 81.c aualitx Assess•ent 

Air quality in the vicinity of the p~oposed plant can be 
forecasted by using air pollution dispersion aodels <Lecture •5>. 
The input data necessary for the aodels includes the pollution 
eaisslon rates and ataospheric stability data such as Mind speed 
and direction, depth of the •ixed layer and the change of 
temperature with height above ground level <Lecture es1. 

Air quality monitoring data obtained fraa field aeasurements 
is required to establish the levels of the background pollutant 
concentrations and also, lo verify the results obtained by the 
air pollution dlsperslon aodels <Lecture •6>. 

Aabient monitoring of airborne pollutants sue~ as S02, NOX, 
CO CHhlch are typically fuel burning products> and particulate 
aatter ls by now Mell established, as is the aonitoring of 
ataospheric stability parameters. Instru•ents and equipment for 
monitoring these pollutants and at•ospheric stability parameters 
are quite standardized and coaaercially available <Lecture 161. 
Statistical •elhods for analyzing the aeasured data and 
evaluating It are readily available <Gilbert, 1987; Seinfeld, 
1986, Ch. 17>. 

On the other hand, •ethods for monitoring ambient airborne 
chemicals <toxic or odorous> are generally not standardized and 
for many substances •onitoring instruments are not available as 
•off-the-shelf• equipment tJayanty • Hochheiser, 19881. Thus, ln 
the vicinity of chemical in~ustry complexes, specially designed 
surveys might be necessary to establish their background 
pollution levels CSwalloH et al., 19881. 

To evaluate the ambient air quality in the vicinity of the 
proposed plant c•ambient• is defined as outside of the fenceline 
area>, the pollutant concentrations calculated from the air 
quality dispersion •odel should be compared with •~bient air 
quality standards or WHO gulde!in•s CLecture •2>, but lf not 
appl I cable, to the Levels' of Concern <LOCJ spectfied by tt1e USEPA 
CUSEPA/FEHA/DOT, 1987>.' Concentrations of odorous che•icals 
should be compared with odor threshold limits Of'··~.. 1979>. For 
certain tr.>xic che~icals,: fractions of the Iumed; ;~: ,. Danger for 
Liff" 1tnd Health ,<IDLHJ ,levels, Threshold Li•it ''"'""; CTLVs> 
Median Lethal Conc,ntratipns <LC5S>, or D~ses <LD~Sl, may serve 
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as guidelines for establishing the acceptable ambient levels of 
pollution CUSEPA/FEHA/DOT, 1987). 

c) Cbe19ical Incident Hazard Assessaent 

Special interest should be foc~sed on the incident potential 
in che•ical plants, Mhich aight lead to the exposure of huaan 
populations living in the area surrounding the plant to high 
concentrations of airborne toxic substance. It should be noted 
that the most frequently occurring accidents in the chemical 
industry involve releases into the air of HCl, NH3 or Cl2 
<Cutter, 1987). HoMever, since airborne r•l•~s .. of other 
accutely lethal substances, Mhile infrequ•nt, can be catastrophic 
<such as, for example, the MIC release at Bhopal, or the Dioxin 
release at Sevesol! special considerations are required in plants 
using hazardo•is chemicals, such as: Instal lat.ions and waaintenance 
of control equipaent CUSEPA, 1986) and alert systeas, preparation 
of response plans <USDOT, 1987; NRT, 1987> and emergency 
evacuation plans CUSEPA/FEHA/USDOT, 1987). It shoul~ be noted 
that through the EIA, project proponents should be encouraged to 
adopt plant designs Mhich are •inherently safe• <Kletz, 1985>, 
i.e., the inventories of toxic substances should be kept to a 
ainimum <World Bank, 198Sl, rather than to rely on sophisticated 
and expensive control ~quipment and on 'mergency response 
procedures. 

Guidelines as to hoM to carry out hazard assessment in the 
chemical industry have been published by UNEP <1982> and the 
World Bank (1985) and the International Labor Organization <ILO, 
1988). Recently, official guidelines have b•en published in the 
USA as to hoM to perform hazard assessment for releases from 
cheaical plants of Mhat ls ter•ed •extre•ely Hazardous (airborne> 
Substances• <EHSsl <NRT, 1987; USEPA/FEMA/USDOT, 1987>. The USEPA 
identified, out of •ore than 68,888 cheaicals used in coaaerce, a 
list of about 488 chemicals Mhich are termed EHSs, on the basis 
of their acute toxicity data <see Table 13>. The list of 488 EHSs 
includes also 24 substances, based on both the criterion of 
toxicity and on high production capacity <Table 14>. 

Hazard assesfiment in the USA involves the three following 
steps <NRT, 1987>: Hazard identification, Vulnerability analysis 
and Risk analysis. It should be noted that in order to perform a 
risk assessment for a given plant, the •acceptable risk• <a 
nonzero probability of a chemical accident to happen, which 
nP.ver-the-less is low enough to be accepted by society> has to be 
defined <Graber, 1~88>. 

' 
I II I I 
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TABLE 13: Criteria to Identify Extremely Hazardous Substances 
CE~Ss> and other Hazardous Substances Produced in Large 
Quantities COHSs> that Hay Present Severe Health 
Hazards to Humans During a Chemical Accident or Other 
Emergency CUSEPA/FEHA/DOT, 1987) 

Route of !Acute Toxicity! Value 
! Exposure ! Measure !-------------------------------------! 

<1> <2> EHSs OHSs 

----------------------------------------------------------------! 
Median Lethal 

!Inhalation! Concentration 
in Air 
CLC5"> 

Dermal 

Oral 

Corr.men ts: 

Median Lethal! 
Dose 

CLD50) 

Median Lethal! 
Dos~ 

CLD50) 

Less than or 
equal to 0.5 
milligram per 

1 i ter of air for 
exposure times of 

8 hours or less 

Less than or 
equal to 50 
111i 11 igram per 

kilogram ~f body 
weight 

Less than or 
equal to 25 
mi 11 igram per 

kilogram of body 
weight 

Less than or 
equal to 2 • .0 
milligram per 

liter of air for 
exposure times of 

8 hours or less 

Less than or 
equal to 4.00 
mi 11 igram per 

kilogram of body 
weight 

Less than or 
equal to 2.0.0 
milligram per 

kilogram of body 
weight 

<1l The route by which the test animals absorbed the chemical, 
i.e., by breathing it in air (inhalation>, by absorbing it 
through the skin <dermal>, or by ingestion Coral>. 

C2> Lt59~ The Concentration of the chemical in air at which 50 
percent of the test animals died; 
LD5.0: The dose that killed 5.0 percent of the test animals. 
In the absence of LC5S or LDS.0 data, LCLO or LDLO data 
should be used. 
LCLO: Lethal Concentration Low, the lowest concentration in 
air at which any test animals died; 
LDLO: Lethal Dose Low, the lowest dose at which any 
test animals died. 
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TABLE 14: The US Environmental Protection Agency List of 
Extremely Hazardous Substances <EHSsl prodQced in large 
quantities <names, che•ical abstracts registration 
nuaber - CAS •, and United Nations Identification 
Number - UN Ml, and their corresponding Levels of 
Concern <LOCI CUSEPA/FEKA/DOT, 19871 

M 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

18 
11 
12 
13 
14 

15 

16 
17 
18 
19 
2S 
21 
22 
23 
24 

Substance Name 

Acrylamide 
Acrylon i tr lle 
Adlponitrite 
Ammonia 
Aniline 
Bro•lne 
Carbon disulfide 
Chlorine 
Chloroform 
Cyclohexylaalne 
Epichlorohydrin 
Ethylene oxide 
Formaldehyde 
Hydrogen chloride 

<gas) 
Hydrogen peroxide 

<>529'1 
Hydrogen sulfide 
Hydroquinone 
Methyl bromide 
Nitrobenzene 
Phosgene 
Propylene oxide 
Su Hur d lox ide 
Tetramethyl lead 
Vinyl acetate 

monomer 

I I I 11 

CAS M 

79-86-1 
UJ7-13-1 
111-69-3 

7664-41-7 
62-53-3 

7726-95-6 
75-15-8 

7782-58-5 
67-66-3 

UJB-91-8 
186-89-8 
7~-21-8 
5S-8S-S 

7647-91-S 

7722-84-1 
7783-S6-4 

123-31-9 
74-83-9 
98-95-3 
75-44-5 
75-56-9 

7446-89-5 
75-74-1 

1B5-S5-4 

UN * LOC 

2"74 
1893 
2285 
1885 
1547 
1744 
1131 
1817 
1889 
2357 
2823 
1952 

!1198/22"9 

1858 

2815 
UJ53 
2662 
1862 
1662 
1876 
1289 
1879 
1649 

1381 

! <•g/m3> 

111 
111 

17 
35 
39 
6.5 

16S 
7.3 

49S 
168 
38 

140 
12 

15 

1S 
42 
2S 

78S 
UJS 

"· 8 489 
26 

4 

54 
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